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Fenwick visits Metropolitan Mstyslav
OUN members
HELSINKI, Finland - Five former
at Ukrainian Orthodox Center
members of the Organization of Ukrai
nian Nationalists (OUN) and the Ukrai
nian Insurgent Army (UPA) were
executed in the autumn of 1981, accord
ing to information recently released by
the Smoloskyp Ukrainian Information
Service.
Three of the dead — identified as
Mykola Dufanets, Artem Bubela and
Pylyp Rubachuk - were shot after they
received death sentences at a trial in the
town of Lutske in the Volhynia oblast.
Among the witnesses for the prosecu
tion were two former OUN members,
Kyrylo Bubela and I.M. Pokrovsky,
who was an OUN leader in the Zabolotiv
region of Volhynia. It is not know if Mr.
Bubela was related to the executed
nationalist.
Mr. Dufanets, born in 1922, was a
former member of the OUN and, later,
the UPA. He was accused, among other
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executed
things, of maintaining ties with the
former regional head of the Volhynia
OUN, Ananiy Zakushtuy, as well as
Borys Puksa-Poliachek. Mr. Zakushtuy
was killed during the German occupa
tion of Ukraine in World War II.
Since the war, Mr. Bubela, 61, had
been living in the village of Krymne in
Volhynia, while Mr. Rybchak, 65, spent
time in Siberia immediately after the war
before settling in the Mahadanske
oblast.
The other OUN members executed
were identified as Ivan Rumyha (a.k.a.
"Sokil"), and Yuriy Butnytsky (a.k.a.
"Burlaka").
Both men were tried and later shot in
the town of Hordenka in the IvanoFrankivske oblast,
Mr. Butnytsky was born in the village
of Rohynia; while Mr. Rumyha lived in
the town of Dotyna.

Soviet power struggles
Oiynuk

Metropolitan Mstyslav of the Ukrainian Autocephnlous Orthodox Church
welcomes Rep. Millicent Fen wick of New Jersey to the Ukrainian Orthodox Center
in South Bound Brook, N J.
by Dior OUmniwaky
SOUTH BOUND BROOK, N.J. Rep. Millicent Fenwick of New Jersey
paid a visit to Metropolitan Mstyslav
on Sunday, April 25, during the annual
memorial gathering here at the Ukrai
nian Orthodox Center, the site of St.
Andrew's Memorial Church and Ceme
tery.
The meeting took place on "Providna
Nedilia" (Seeing-Off Sunday), a day set
aside during the Easter season to honor
the dead. Each year several thousand
Ukrainians attend requiem services held
at the Ukrainian Orthodox Center that
day and partake of the traditional
'Чгугпа;" a feast in commemoration of
the deceased.
Rep. Fenwick, invited by tbe Ukrainian
Americans for Fenwick Committee,
arrived at the Ukrainian Orthodox
Center in the afternoon and was met at
the gates by Dr. Dior Koszman and
Daniel Marchishin, human-rights acti
vists and members of this political
action committee established to support
the candidacy of Mrs. Fenwick to the
U.S. Senate^
Rep. Fenwick said she was impressed
by the great number of people attending
this memorial day.in South Bound
Brook. After walking briskly through
the grounds and meeting with the
members of Americans for Human
Rights in Ukraine, she visited Metro
politan Mstyslav at his residence.
Metropolitan Mstyslav, in his open
ing remarks, said that he is very partial
to Rep. Fenwick not only because of ber

Assassination attempts uncovered in USSR

MOSCOW - With Leonid Brezh
nev's recent illness heightening specula
tion
as to a possible successor to tbe 75human-rights endeavors but also be
cause of his own similar background. year-old Soviet leader, the Smoloskyp
Noting that he had served for six years Ukrainian Information Service reports
as a member of the Polish Parliament, that the behind-the-scenes power
he said he understands the difficult struggle has led to several suspicious
deaths and assassination attempts of
tasks facing legislators.
Metropolitan Mstyslav told Rep. prominent government figures over the
Fenwick that he had served on the last several years.
According to recent reports from
Foreign Affairs Committee of the
Parliament, and he was pleased to learn Ukraine and Byelorussia, the political
that he and the congresswoman have yet infighting has intensified over the last
another thing in common, since Mrs. several months, and involves the KGB
Fenwick is a member of the House and top secret police units created by
Mr. Brezhnev for special, highly sensi
Foreign Affairs Committee.
Many topics were discussed during' tive missions.
In addition, the report reveals that
their hourlong conversation, among
them Soviet treatment of political the deadly political maneuvering has led
prisoners, Russification of Ukraine, to an attempt to kill Ukrainian Commu
destruction of Ukrainian Churches, nist Party first secretary Volodymyr
persecution of believers and other Shcherbitsky in 1979, the murder of the
first secretary of the Byelorussian
related subjects.
Metropolitan Mstyslav offered a Communist Party in 1980, and the
word of caution that in any dealings mysterious murder of a KGB colonel
with the Soviets the United States must last year in Kiev.
The attempt to assassinate Mr.
be on its guard since nothing can match
Shcherbitsky was made in Kiev on
the Soviets' treachery and duplicity.
March
4,1979, when be and Oleksander
He concluded this unusual meeting
by saying that he believes Rep. Fen Liashko, chairman of the Ukrainian
wick, due to her intense concern for the Council of Ministers, made a pre
well-being of others, will move on to arranged trip to a local school to vote.
While the two officials were inside the
become a United States senator.
polling place, a series of explosions
ripped
the school. The seven blasts were
Recalls 1974 visit
caused by explosives hidden in the light
Mrs. Fenwick reminisced about the fixtures.
The two party leaders escaped
time she visited tbe Ukrainian Ortho
dox Center during her first campaign unharmed, but several people were hurt
by
the .blasts.
for the congressional seat of New
Several factors point to the
Jersey's 5th District. She was not well
possibility that the assassination
(Continued on page 2)

attempt was planned and carried out by
the secret police. First, the KGB and
militia cut short their investigation, and
no one was ever arrested in connection
with the incident. In addition, Mr.
Shcherbitsky's stated ambition to one
day succeed Mr. Brezhnev as Soviet
party chief is known to have angered
several Russian chauvinist aspirants.
Mr. Shcherbitsky is a Ukrainian.
The plotters hoped to achieve a dual
purpose by killing the Ukrainian party
chief. First, his murder would serve as a
pretext for a mass crackdown on Ukrai
nian intellectuals, students and dissi
dents by blaming Ukrainian nationa
lists for the killing and, second, it would
permanently eliminate a formidable
pretender to the Soviet presidency.
In Byelorussia there have been per
sistent reports that KGB agents were
responsible for the 1980 murder of
Pe'tro Masherov, party first secretary.
An agent who first let word slip out
about KGB complicity in the killing is
said to have died under strange circum
stances shortly thereafter.
(Continued on pete 2)

INSIDE:
Ш Interim report on the
Conference - page 7.
Ш The Sumach family exhibit at
the Ukrainian Institute of America
- p a g e 8.
Ш "Lost Architecture of Kiev," a
look at Tbe Ukrainian Museum's
upcoming exhibit — page 9.
Ш Preview of events - page 10.
H Notes on people — page 11.
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Siberian Pentecostals beaten
„ . MOSCOW - The Soviet Pente- rule by late March on emigration
e
costals who have been living here at the applications for Ms. Vashchenko and
- tf. S. Embassy said on April 27 that their her family in Siberia.
pothers and sisters in Siberia were
In a February 11 letter to President
.--badly beaten recently when they staged Ronald Reagan, Ms. Vashchenko
igdltaonstration to demand their emi- hinted that she was prepared to begin
i gration, reported The New York Times. another hunger strike if Soviet officials
' '`Among those beaten, they said, was continued to stonewall her efforts to
Jlada Vashchenko, 31, who had lived at leave the country.
The Times did not say whether Ms.
"tfle embassy until she staged a monthcjong hunger strike and was evacuated to Vashchenko had started a fast, but the
demonstration was apparently a response
a Moscow hospital on January 30.
She abandoned the fast at the hospi- to the government's refusal to grant exit
tal and returned to her family's home- visas to the family by the end of last
town of Chernogorak in Siberia, where month.
she rejoined her 10 younger brothers
The exact nature of injuries suffered
and sisters.
by Ms. Vashchenko and her family as a
Ms. Vashchenko's parents and two result of the beatings is not known.
sisters remain at the embassy, along
The Soviets insist that the Pentewith Maria Chmykhalov and her son, costals still in the embassy must return
Timothy. They have lived in the em- to Siberia before their request for
bassy since June 1978, and say they emigration visas can be addressed. But
want to go to a country when they may family members fear that if they leave
freely practice their religion.
the sanctuary of the embassy, they will
Soviet officials had been expected to be arrested.

Assassination attempts...
(Continued from page I)

Mr. Masberov was considered a
possible candidate to replace the late
Aleksey Kosygin as chairman of the
Soviet Council of Ministers, the official
title for the premier.
A member of the Politburo where he
was known for his moderate views, Mr.
Masherov often spoke about the need
for democratic reforms in the USSR.
Moreover, it was known that he personally intervened in the case of wellknown Byelorussian human-rights
activist Mykhail Kukabaka, whose
letters to the first secretary were intercepted by the KGB.
There were those in Moscow's ruling
elite who were dissatisfied with Mr.

Masherov, accusing him of Byelorussian nationalism just as they had
accused Petro Shelest, former head of
the Ukrainian Communist Party, of
being a Ukrainian nationalist at heart.
In another incident that may have
been politically motivated, a KGB
colonel and several agents were killed in
a huge explosion and fire in Kiev last
year.
All three cases seem to point to the
fact that political rivalries and old
scores in the Soviet Union are still being
settled by gangland-style violence.
Although information about political
violence is often sketchy and piecemeal,
it appears that, as in the days of Stalin,
Soviet leaders will not hesitate to use
any means to guard their own interests
and keep a firm grasp on power.

tions. Not only did she work for. human
rights as an individual, but she started
the human-rights defense movement
known to the Ukrainian American within Congress. It was through her
community then, but members of the initiative and efforts, and against the
New Jersey Committee for the Defense objection of the executive branch, that a
of Valentyn Moroz (now Americans for congressional commission was estaHuman Rights in Ukraine) had high blished to monitor compliance with the
hopes that a champion of human rights Helsinki Accords.
had been found. On that rainy day in
According to Rep. Fenwick: "The
1974, a large sign at the gate read: "Mrs. sole purpose of this commission is to
Fenwick, as a member of the House of monitor the compliance of the signatory
Representatives, will defend Ukrainian nations with the humanitarian provipolitical prisoners in the Soviet Union." sions of the Helsinki Accords. Other
Mrs. Fenwick was subsequently provisions should be monitored by the
elected to the House of Representatives, state, defense and commerce departand defend Ukrainian political ments. "
prisoners she did beyond all expectaShe insisted that when the Soviet
Union and other nations sign an international agreement, their compliance
with it is everybody's business, and that
the Soviet Union and its satellites
cannot hide their non-compliance with
such agreements behind the standard
phrase that this is their internal affair.
This Congressional Commission on
Security and Cooperation in Europe,
known as the Helsinki Commission,
provided a forum for Ukrainians where
they could report and testify about
Soviet persecutions and denial of national, religious and human rights in
Ukraine.
All the documents of the Kiev-based
Ukrainian Helsinki Group and testimony of former Ukrainian political
prisoners have been printed in voluminous publications available to members
of the U.S. Congress and the general
public. Recently, a 196-page book was
published by the commission, on the
Rep. Mllllcent Fenwick meets with hearings conducted in connection with
Ihor Olshaniwsky of Americana for the fifth anniversary of the Ukrainian
Human Rights in Ukraine.
Helsinki Group.

Fenwick visits...

(Continued from page 1)
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Tom Sawyer, "Gekelberry" Finn
immortalized on Soviet TV
NEW YORK - Now even residents
of the Soviet Union can enjoy the classic
adventures of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn — on television and in
Russian, reported Time magazine in its
April 26 issue.
Through the efforts of director Stanislav Govorukhin, who is known for his
television productions of literary
classics, the adventures of the two mischievous boys have been brought to the
screen in the USSRDiscovering that the Dnieper banks
are a mirror image of the Mississippi
valley, Mr. Govorukhin kept his filming
faithful to the spirit of the Mark Twain
novel. He told Time magazine: "I
treated it with the same care that I
would a work by Tolstoy or Chekhov."
Although in the Twain classic, Tom
and Huck are adolescents, Mr. Govorukhin decided that in today's age, 12and 14-year-olds would sooner be
thinking about discos and sports than
adventures on a raft floating down a
river. Thus, he found his Tom and
Gekelberry (the Russian pronunciation
of Huckleberry) in a 9-year-old and 10year-old, respectively.

Besides this change, Mr. Govorukhin
stayed faithful to the text of the original
book. He even went as far as to have
American-style windows built on his
set, for in the Soviet Union windows
open out, not up. He also instructed his
carpenters to build a replica of the
Mississippi tugboats that sailed the
river in the 19th century, complete with
the American flag.
Time also reported that the director
had a tough time casting and role of the
black slave, Jim, but finally decided on
an Ethiopian student from Moscow.
After seeing the three-part, three-hour
television presentation, young Soviet
viewers gave it rave reviews, saying that
it was realistic, Time reported.
The Tune article noted: "The film is
remarkably devoid of any anti-American sentiment. Ironically, its illusion of
reality is broken only once, when the
director chides a Soviet, not an American weakness. Confronting the corpse
of Dr. Robinson in the graveyard, the
tramp is unable to remember having
killed him and mumbles: 'It must have
been the vodka.' "

Bush pledges to support Jewish emigration
WASHINGTON - Vice President
George Bush said on April 20 that he
would push for a move to link the
treatment of Soviet Jews to any future
U.S. grain sales to the Soviet Union.
The pledge was made during a meeting with prominent Jewish leaders at his

Theologian wishes to
emigrate from USSR
MUNICH Former lecturer
in theology and Russian Orthodox priest Vasily Fonchenkov recently
indicated that he will attempt to emigrate from the Soviet Union, informed
sources here report.
According to East/West News, the
50-year-old member of the Christian
Committee for the Defense of Believers'
Rights will go through the proper
channels to obtain permission to leave
the Soviet Union.
The ReV. Fonchenkov, a trained
historian, used to lecture at the Moscow
Theological Academy and is still an
active priest. He joined the Christian
committee in 1979, three years after it
was founded by the Rev. Gleb Yakunin,
who is currently serving a sentence in a
Soviet labor camp.

home, reported the New York Post.
Howard Squadron, president of the
Conference of Presidents of Major
American Jewish Organizations, said
that the suggestion to press the Soviets
for better treatment of Jews and a
relaxation of immigration policies in
return for a resumption of grain sales
was made by the group.
"Ho indicated that he felt this was an
important issue and would definitely
look into it," Mr. Squadron said. "He
said this was a good idea and he would
press for it."
The number of persons arriving in
Vienna from the Soviet Union with
Israeli exit visas has dropped off dramatically since U.S. protests over the 1979
Soviet invastion of Afghanistan.
In February, 283 people arrived in
Vienna. This is down from 1,407 who
arrived in February 1981, and the 3,023
who arrived in February 1980.
President Jimmy Carter suspended
grain shipments to the Soviet Union in
1980 in response to the Afghanistan
intervention.
President Ronald Reagan lifted the
embargo last year over the protests of
several leading foreign policy experts
who argued that to lift the ban while,
Soviet troops remained in Afghanistan
would send the wrong signals to the
Kremlin and the U.S. allies.
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ODUM leadership to gather Ukrainian Engineers' Society plans
at triennial world conference White House technology conference
TRENTON, N.J. - The fifth trien
nial world conference of youth leaders
of ODUM, the Organization of Demo
cratic Ukrainian Youth, will be held on
Friday, May 21, through Sunday, May
23.
Representatives of ODUM from
Canada and the United States, where
the youth association is known as the
Organization of American Youth of
Ukrainian Descent, will participate in
the conclave, which is ODUM's highest
governing body.
The meeting will take place at the
Holiday Inn on Route 206 in Bordentown, near Trenton, N.J. It will exa
mine the activity and educational
programs of the organization, elect a new
central committee, and determine the
goals of ODUM for the next three
years.
The program for Friday night in
cludes a meeting of the central com
mittee of ODUM and a social gathering
for all participants.

On Saturday, at 9 a.m. the ODUM
counselors will meet to hear triennial
reports of the members of the central
committee as well as the reports of the
heads of ODUM executive boards in
the United States and Canada. Follow
ing, there will be a discussion of the
reports, committee resolutions and the
election of the new central committee.
A panel will also take place on
Saturday to analyze the youth activities
of ODUM's branches.
A banquet and dance will highlight
Saturday evening. They will be held in
St. George's Ukrainian Orthodox
Church hall, in Yardville, N.J. The
Trembita orchestra under the direction
of Zenon Lycyk will provide the even
ing's dance entertainment.
For further details please contact
ODUM branches, or call Andrij Shevchenko, the head of the conference
preparatory committee, at (201) 7255322.

Committee for Law and Order in UCCA meets
NEW YORK - The executive board
of the Committee for Law and Order in
the UCCA took further steps, at its
most recent meeting held here on April
5, toward organizing a convention for
the purpose of establishing a new
national federation encompassing Ukrainian organizations and communi
ties in the United States.
It was decided to convene a con
ference in September so that represen
tatives of organizations and communi
ties could discuss all matters related to
such a convention, which is to beheld in
either New York or Philadelphia.
At the meeting Dr. Bohdan Shebunchak, chairman, reported on the work
of the executive board. He said that
since April 1, an office of the Commit
tee for Law and Order in the UCCA has
been functioning in the Ukrainian
National Home, Room 21, 140 Second
Ave., New York. A paid employee mans
the office on Mondays through Fridays
from 3:30 to 6 p.m. and on Saturdays
from 5 to 8 p.m.
The executive board is now engaged
in a fund-raising campaign designed to

raise'money for the organization's
needs, office expenses and preparations
for the convention, Dr. Shebunchak
reported.
The executive board decided that any
organization or group which works
within the system of the Committee for
Law and Order, could establish a
branch of the Committee for Law and
Order in the UCCA in consultation with
the executive board.
The executive board also reviewed a
proposed temporary book of rules for
branches that will be sent to all interest
ed upon its completion.
Also reviewed were recommenda
tions concerning the by-laws and pro
gram of the convention. All recommen
dations, presented by Dr. Bohdan
Wytwycky, chairman of the program
committee, were forwarded for study to
the by-laws committee and to members
of the program committee.
The next meeting of the executive
board of the Committee for Law and
Order in the UCCA was slated for May
10.

Derwinski thanks Ukrainians for support
NEWARK, N.J. - In a letter to Rep.
Edward Derwinski (R-Ill.) dated shortly
after he lost the Republican nomination
for a 12th term in the House in March,
the chairman of Americans For Human
Rights in Ukraine, Dr. Ihor Koszman,

Ed Derwinski

thanked the congressman for his con
sistent support of Ukrainian causes.
"We would like you to know that the
Ukrainian Americans will miss your
voice in the Congress," wrote Mr.
Koszman. "We shall always remember
all the good deeds you did for us and
especially your defense of the Ukrai
nian prisoners of conscience in the
Soviet Union."
In his response, Rep. Derwinski, who
was forced to run against a close friend
and colleague because a controversial
reapportionment plan redrew several
Dlinois district lines, said that despite
the loss, he hoped to remain active in
government life.
"The support of the Ukrainian Ame
ricans was really appreciated," he
wrote. "Especially for the morale boost
and as a demonstration of friendship
which I have enjoyed with Ukrainian
Americans throughout my career in
Congress."
Tvwp. Derwinski noted in the letter
that thanks to the redistricting, his new
district contained only 14 percent of his
constituency, while his opponent began
with a 61 percent base.

WASHINGTON - The national Rockwell International, who will speak
executive of the Ukrainian Enginer's on „ the challenges of space, and Dr.
Society of America and its Washington Diane Prinz, a Ukrainian American
branch are sponsoring a conference on astronaut and space scientist, who will
"Science and Technology of the '80s" on talk about space science in the 1980s.
Saturday, May 15, at 1-5 p.m. in Roonv She is a scientist with the Naval Re
2010 at the White House Executive search Laboratory.
Office Building here.
Dr. George Gamota, director of the
According to organizers, the confe Science and Technology Institute at the
rence will mark an attempt to establish a University of Michigan, will lecture on
forum for the presenation of topical future multidisciplinary research activi
ideas which affect the Ukrainian scien ties at universities.
The moderators of the sessions will be
tist-engineer professionally and to
discuss how his knowledge of Eastern George Nesterczuk, assistant director of
the
federal Office of Personnel Manage
Europe and the USSR can be used in
ment, and Myron Lepkaluk, an engi
the field.
Among those scheduled to address neer and president of Franklin and
the conference are Dr. George A. Leinhardt Inc. of New York.
Keyworth II, director of the office of
Participation in the conference is
science technology policy, who will talk
about federal science policy; Dr. Nor open to UESA members and interested
guests.
Рге-registration is requested
man Bailey, director of planning and
evaluation for the National Security because of security regulations at the
Council, who will discuss East-West government office building.
economic relations; and Dr. Bohdan
For further information contact Ihor
Denysyk, undersecretary for interna Vitkovitsky, 10406 Burnt Ember Drive,
tional trade at the U.S. Commerce Silver Spring, Md. 20903; (301) 439'Department, who will talk about tech 9123.
nology transfer.
The conference, the first of its kind,
і Also, Dr. Nina Strokata Karavansky, has been recognized and financially
former Soviet political prisoner now supported by several prominent mem
residing in the West, will discuss the role bers of the Ukrainian Engineers' So
of science in Soviet society. Dr. Stro- ciety. To date, support has been re
kata-Karavansky was a research ceived from Roman Wolczuk and Mr.
scientist in Ukraine.
Lepkaluk, both of New York, and from
The list of speakers also includes Dr. Dr. W. Wasylkiwsky of Physical Dyna
Michael Yarymovych, vice president of mics in Arlington, Va.

Qb'riuary -
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Olenka Savyckyj, 36, community activist
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah - Olenka
Leskiw Savyckyj, an energetic Ukrai
nian community activist involved in
organizations such as the Ukrainian
National Women's League of America,
The Ukrainian Museum and the Ukrai-'
nian Institute of America, died here at
LDS Hospital on April 26. She was 36.
Mrs. Savyckyj, nee Wirszczuk, had
been hospitalized following a skiing
accident in Utah. She was a resident of
Riverside, Conn.
Most recently, Mrs. Savyckyj had
become the moving force behind the
planning and preparation of the first
Ukrainian Women's Conference tp be
held this October. She chaired the
conference organizing committee.
She was an active member of the
Ukrainian Institute of America and was
president of the recently disbanded
Friends of the UIA, a support group
founded as a result of the institute's tax
difficulties.
Mrs. Savyckyj spent several hundred
hours researching the institute files and
organizing the basic information used
by the UIA's lawyers in appealing its
tax-exemption case.
Mrs. Savyckyj was a member of the
UNWLA for many years, and played a
major part in the organization's plans
for the future.
She was also a member of Plast, the
parents' committee of the New York
City School of Ukrainian Studies and of
The Ukrainian Museum.
She had received her master's in
business administration in 1981.
Surviving are husband Jurij, children
Christine and Danylo, parents Maria
and Wolodymyr Wirszczuk, sister Irene
Wirszczuk, parents-in-law Teodozia and
Zynovij Sawyckyj,. sister-hi-la.w Handzia Sawyckyj Mycak withher-husband

Olenka Leskiw Savyckyj
George Mycak, and other close and
distant relatives.
Requiem services were held Friday
evening, April 30, at the Lytwyn and
Lytwyn Funeral Home in Union, N.J. A
funeral liturgy was offered at St. John
the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church
in Newark, N.J., on Saturday, May 1,
and burial was at St. Andrew's Ukrai
nian Orthodox Cemetery in South
Bound Brook, N.J.
In lieu of flowers, the family has
requested that memorial blood dona
tions be made, specifying: "In memory
of Olenka Savyckyj, LDS Hospital,
Salt Lake City, Utah." Blood donations
may be made at hospital blood bank
centers across the country that partici
pate in such memorial transfers.
Contributions may also be made to
the Olena Lototsky Fund of the Ukrai
nian National Women's League of
America.
`
'.```'.`
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UNA district committee meets
Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA - Some 51
branch officers took part in the regular
meeting of the Philadelphia UNA
District held here at the UNA home on
March 4.
The meeting was opened by Petro
Tarnawsky, district chairman, who
welcomed participants and guests be
fore turning the meeting over to a
presidium consisting of Stepan Hawrysz,
chairman, and Wolodymyr Jasiw, secre
tary.
During the meeting, participants reelected the executive board consisting
of Mr. Tarnawsky, as well as Mr.
Hawrysz, Iwan Skira, Fedir Petryk and
Petro Shcherba, vice chairmen; Wasyl
Kolinko, secretary; Ivan Dankiwskyj,
treasurer; Michael Nych, liaison officer;
Andriy Kusznir, activities director; and
John Knihnicky, organizing chairman.
Also elected to the executive were
Bohdan Hnatiuk, UNAsupremeauditor,
and John Odezynskyj, supreme advisor.
Board members include: the Rev.
Mykhailo Borysenko, Dr. Ivan Skalczuk, Wolodymyr Wynnyckyj, Daria
Zapar, Anna Jaremko, K. Pacheshine,
Wasyl Pastushok, Marian Korzeniowsky, Wasyl Jewtushenko, Mykola Holinko, Iwan Babiak, Mykhailo Мау–
chuk, Iwan Wasiurko, Yakym Kozel,
Joseph Choma, Dmytro Fedorijczak,
B. Odezynsky, Mykhailo Leciw, Boh

dan Artymyshyn, Michael Glowa and
Yaroslaw Lebid.
Re-elected to the auditing committee
were Mr. Skoczylas, chairman, and
Teodor Suszczyk, Michael Martynenko
and Teodor Duba, members.
Reports on the district's activities and
overall status were delivered by Messrs.
Tarnawsky, Kolinko, Dankiwskyj and
Skoczylas.
In his report, Mr. Tarnawsky said
that the district has done its utmost to
meet its obligations, citing as proof the
fact that the district met over 100
percent of its assigned quota during last
year's membership drive.
He also noted the success of last
year's UNA Day, thanking district
members for their hard work.
On the less positive side, Mr. Tarnaw
sky reported that the executive board
had some trouble with maintaining the
UNA Home. But, with the help of some
district members, he continued, the
home was renovated.
Secretary Kolinko reported that he
did all that was required, while Mr.
Dankiwskyj spoke onfinancialmatters,
including the collection taken up to help
needy Ukrainians in Poland which
raised S 1,000. The treasurer also report
ed on the maintenance of the UNA
home.
In his Auditing Committee report,
Mr. Skoczylas said the district met its
(Continued on page 13)

Chicago bowlers slate tourney
by Helen B. Olek
CHICAGO - For 16 years, Ukrai
nian bowlers have been geared to travel
to various Midwestern cities and bowl
on Memorial Day weekend. However,
in preparing for the UNA's 17th na
tional bowling tournament to be held
this year, it was decided to postpone this
tourney because of the nation's eco
nomy, inflation and unemployment.
Therefore, Chicago bowlers already
geared up to bowl on Memorial Day
weekend decided to hold a local tourney
on Sunday, May 30.
Members of the Ukrainian Bowling
League, St. Joseph's Mixed Bowling
League and Nativity B.V.M. Bowling
League (South Side)are participating in
this tourney. The event is also open to

all men and women of Ukrainian des
cent, married to Ukrainians, or bowling
with Ukrainian leagues.
Doubles will be rolled at 11 a.m. and
team events at 2 p.m. on Sunday, May
30, at Niles Bowl, 7333 Milwaukee
Ave., Niles, 111. Immediately after
bowling, a social will be held at Notting
ham Gardens, 7021 W. Higgins Ave.,
for the participants to relax, partake of
refreshments, dinner and dancing, and
await the results of the tourney.
All entries and reservations must be
in by May 10.
The tourney committee consists of
UNA Branch 22 members Walter
Gawaluch, Helen B. Olek, Paul Bojko
and Dan Bardygula, and UNA Branch
259 member Richard Pitula.

Soyuzivka offers special summer programs
KERHONKSON, NY. - In addi
tion to the usual schedule of children's
camps and courses, Soyuzivka, the
UNA resort here, will offer several
special programs during its summer
1982 season.
During the week of August 1-7, a
Celebration of Youth geared to children
up to age 13 will feature children's art,
music and literature performed by and
for kids.
Youngsters and their parents are
invited to take part in the week's events
that will include an art exhibit, literary
contest and talent shows. A program of
events will be published at a later date.
The following week, August 7-14, has
been slated as a Celebration of Youth
for teenagers and young adults. Per
forming, folk and fine arts will be
showcased, and a series of seminars,
presentations and performances is
planned.
Participants of the Celebration of
Youth will receive a discount on the cost
of accommodations at Soyuzivka.

There is no fee for participation.
Persons interested in taking part
should contact: Marta Korduba, Fra
ternal Activities Coordinator, Ukrai
nian National Association, 30 Montgo
mery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302; (201)
451-2200, (212) 227-5250.
A Drama Workshop will also be held
August 7-14. It is designed for persons
with varying degrees of experience in
drama, and the main emphasis will be
on acting, although other facets of
theater will also be addressed.
The workshop will be directed by
actress Laryssa Lauret, familiar to soap
opera fans as Dr. Karen Warner of "The
Doctors" and Simone Bauer of "Guid
ing Light," and her director husband,
Walter Lysniak, who holds a master's
degree in directing from the Yale School
of Drama and has worked in OffBroadway and Ukrainian productions.
The fee.for the Drama Workshop is
S85 for food and lodging, S55 for
instructors' fee.
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Statement and appeal
of the

UNA Auditing Committee
The Supreme Auditing Committee of the Ukrainian National Association,
composed of Ivan Hewryk, the Rt. Rev. Protopresbyter Stephan Bilak,
Bohdan Hnatiuk, John Teluk and Bohdan Futey conducted its annual and
preconvention review of the assets, bookkeeping and organizational status of
the UNA, Svoboda Press, Ukrainian National Urban Renewal Corporation
and the Soyuzivka UNA resort on March 21-27.
The Supreme Auditing Committee concluded:
Despite an economic slowdown, UNA assets continue to grow.
1. Assets of the UNAgrew to a-sum of 546,600,862 afe of December 31,1981.
Dues collected from members in 1981 totalled 53,023,817. The interest rate on
all investments of the UNA grew to 6.8 percent.
2. The Ukrainian National Urban Renewal Corporation collected
51,972,469.93 in rent from tenants in the UNA Building. The corporation
paid interest to the UNA in the sum of 5385,000, and interest on members'
promissory notes totalling 5460,694. As of December 31, 1981, loans from
UNA members via promissory notes totalled 53,850,600.
3. The Supreme Auditing Committee confirmed that, despite worsening
economic conditions worldwide, including the United States and Canada, the
preconvention organizing campaign succeeded in enrolling 2,368 new
members in the UN A. But because of the inactivity of a considerable number
of branch secretaries and members of the Supreme Assembly, the campaign
did not succeed in meeting the quota of new members established for the year
by the Organizing Department and the Supreme Executive Committee.
4. The Recording Department handled the insuance of new certificates,
prepared reports and minutes, and provided an accounting of membership
promptly and efficiently. The department corresponds with branch
secretaries and replies to all written queries promptly and fully.
5. Income of the Soyuzivka resort in 1981 came to 5564,124. During the
period covered by the report, Soyuzivka hosted conferences of Ukrainian
societies and organizations, camps for children, dance courses, swim meets,
tennis tournaments and over 5,000 guests. Soyuzivka continued to fulfill its
role as a showcase of Ukrainian culture, featuring appearances of Ukrainian
artists of all ages.
6. The Svoboda Ukrainian daily newspaper should be expanded to more
pages, and efforts should be made to boost the circulation of the Veselka (The
Rainbow) children's magazine in order to help safeguard the Ukrainian
identity in the United States and Canada. All UNA activists, organizers,
secretaries and district chairmen are also encouraged to send appropriate
materials to Svoboda and in this way popularize fraternal and community
activities for the benefit of the UNA.
Dedicated workers of the UNA, members of the Supreme Assembly,
executives of UNA district committees, UNA branch officers organizers and
delegates to the 30th Regular UNA Convention.
The Supreme Auditing Committee addresses this appeal to you.
Each delegate is obliged, in accordance with an old and noble tradition, to
enroll 10 new members before the convention. We are sure that delegates,
secretaries and all UNA activists will carry out this tradition with honor.
In regard to the upcoming celebration of the millennium of Christianity in
Ukraine, the Supreme Auditing Committee recommends to the Supreme
Executive Committee that it support the joint statement issued by our
Ukrainian hierarchs at a session of the World Congress of Free Ukrainians
relating to the celebration of the 1,000th anniversary of the Christianization
of Ukraine, and we urge our members to join in this action.
The Ukrainian National Association, like a granite fortress, survived the
cataclysm of world wars and our internal crises. The UNA always stood in
the forefront of the defense of the rights of its members, the Ukrainian
community in the United States and Canada, and the Ukrainian nation in its
native land. The Ukrainian National Association was able to successfully
perform its role because it built up the Svoboda Press, The Ukrainian Weekly
and the Veselka children's magazine.
The Ukrainian National Association faces great and important tasks.
Help the UNA in its important and difficult service to the Ukrainian
community and the enslaved yet unvanquished Ukrainian nation in Ukraine!
For the Supreme Auditing Committee:
Ivan Hewryk, chairman
The Rt. Rev. Protopresbyter Stephan Bflak
Bohdan Hnatiuk

Remember our brothers
In need
You may forward your contribution to help our needy
fellow Ukrainians
in Poland to your pastor, to the
Philadelphia
Ukrainian Catholic Archeparchy, 815 N.
Franklin St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19123; or to the Ukrainian
National Association, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J.
07302.
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wise, photocraphs should be identified
in pencil as to date, place and subject.
Once the decision is made to acces
sion records and they are transferred to
the archives, then the arrangement must
be determined and the records des
cribed. The most important of all
archival principles of arrangement is
smoke detectors and sprinkler systems. called provenance. Provenance, stated
It is important to remember that water simply, means that whenever possible
can cause considerable damage, and records should be kept in their original
water under pressure is particularly order and that the relationship of a
harmful. AH areas of the archives particular record to others emanating
should be well lighted and well venti from the same source should be арра–
rent from the arrangement. For
lated.
example: materials generated in the
office of the president or retained in the
Records of permanent value
president's files should be maintained as
the president's office records, those
The business (fraternal) archivist's from the executive director should be
most difficult job is appraising the small maintained as executive director's
percentage of corporate records that records, and those from the secretary's
should be kept indefinitely. Generally office should be maintained as secre
only one to three percent of the total tary's office records. The records from
number of records produced have any these offices should be treated as
lasting historical value. The archivist, in separate bodies of records in thearchives
conjunction with the fraternal's officers, even though these all relate' to the
must evaluate the records on the basis of overall management of the fraternal.
the organization's needs, the legal
requirements concerning records re
"Inmany instances, the organizational
tention and the historical value of the format used for the records in the office
records.
of origin will be the most effective
The first step in evaluating materials method for organizing the files in the
archives.
When the original order of the
for transfer to an archives is to conduct
a detailed inventory of the fraternal's records has been disrupted, the archi
records. Following preparation of the vist should restore the original order if
inventory, the archivist and the officers possible or devise a logical system for
of the fraternal should prepare a records the organization of the materials. The
retention schedule which is a timetable goal for all archivists is to arrange a
for the transfer of records of the ar collection in such a way that any.
chives and a guide for the disposition of individual document can be retrieved
the materials. In general, a retention from the files for the use of the frater
schedule will divide materials into three nal's officers or for researcher use with a
major categories: those for permanent minimum of effort.
retention, those for temporary retention
The methods of describing a collec
and those which can be destroyed after tion are numerous and varied. Two
office use is completed.
concepts predominate: 1) document by
document description of the collection,
Records for permanent preservation and 2) the inventory system. The docu
in an archives include materials of ment by document system, when pro
historical value as well as those for perly and fully developed, may be the
which legislation requires permanent most complete system for describing the
retention. Minute books, correspon collection; however, it is both timedence of boards of directors and execu consuming and expensive to develop.
tive officers, convention proceedings, Common elements in an inventory
constitutions and by-laws, decision- include the following descriptive infor
making correspondence, correspon
dence and records of special programs
and cultural events, microfilmed in
surance claims, membership registers
and ledger records of claims paid,
treasurer's reports, annual reports to
MAPLEWOOD, N.J. - For the
state insurance departments, and com seventh consecutive summer, the Ukrai
puter tapes frequently fall into the nian Free University in Munich, West
permanent retention category. Records Germany, will be offering educational
that document the programs, policies, courses for teachers and prospective
or decision-making processes of an teachers of Ukrainian from July 26 to
organization are more valuable than August 20.
those that reflect routine functions. In
These courses will deal primarily with
terms of historical or other research the methodology of teaching Ukrainian
value, these records are very important subjects (language, literature, culture,
and should be scheduled for permanent history, geography), methodology of
retention.
teaching Ukrainian in lower grades,
Those records which can be destroyed methodology of teaching beginning
after their period of office use has Ukrainian for non-speakers and the
expired have no historical value, and history of Ukrainian education.
are not governed by legal requirements
Classes, which are held in Ukrainian,
concerning retention. They include such will include 120 hours of lectures, group
things as mortuary tables and other discussions, workshops and seminars.
dated insurance reference materials, Excursions to the numerous museums,
interoffice memoranda, working ma galleries, churches, neighboring castles
and famous mountain resorts in the
terials and the like.
Alps are also arranged for the group.
Processing records in in-house archives All participants live in the Ukrainian
Internet "Ridna Shkola."
When preparing a collection for
The faculty includes the following
archival storage, the fraternal archivist scholars: Rector Wolodymyr Janiwand
should remove all paper clips, staples, Dean Hryhorij Waskowycz from the
other metal objects and rubber bands UFU, Wolodymyr Kosyk and Arkady
replacing them, if necessary, with rust Joukovsky from Paris, Jacob Hursky of
proof paper fasteners. Any loose dirt Syracuse University, Alexandra Kyand debris should be removed from the silewska-Tkacz from the United States,
materials, letters and documents should and others.
Scholarships covering tuition, room
be removed from envelopes and unfold
ed, and the archivist should note in and board, and transportation in Mu
pencil the dates of undated letters or nich' are available from the UFU
documents whenever possible. Like Foundation, 203 Second AVe., New

Preserving the historical records
of American fraternal organizations
by Henry E. Bown
II
Physical requirements of archives
Most archival facilities consist of
distinct areas — a stack area for shelv
ing and storing record collections, a
processing area for arranging and
describing incoming materials, an office
area for archives employees, and a
reference area for researchers or patrons
who wish to use the materials. The
overall amount of space required de
pends on the volume of records that will
be accessioned over a substantial num
ber of years. Adequate room for expan
sion must be allowed if the archives is to
function as well 15 years after its
creation as when it first began.
For proper storage, the archives will
need steel shelving and acid-free sto
rage boxes. Substitution of file drawers
for shelves and boxes is not recom
mended because it is expensive, in
flexible and space-consuming, and it
hinders retrieval. Several sizes and
shapes of boxes are available for diffe
rent types of materials. The factor to
look for in boxes is acid-free fiber.
Steel shelving is also available in a wide
range of sizes, and the type you select
will be determined by the size of your
stack area and the types of boxes you
use. Depending on the kinds of ma
terials you collect, you may also need
map cases, tape cabinets, and record,
film and negative containers. Always
cboose steel containers when possible to
minimize fire hazards.
Since the purpose of a business
(fraternal) archives is to preserve per
manently the historical records of an
institution, it is important to create a
proper environment for long-term
storage. Temperature and humidity
greatly influence the longevity of both
textual and audio-visual materials. The
preferred combination for a closed
stack area (one controlled separately
and used for nothing but storage) is 60
degrees Fahrenheit and 40 percent
relative humidity. If employees are to
work in the stack areas or if the office
and reference areas are controlled by
the same system, then human comfort
requires an increase to 68 degrees
Fahrenheit and 50 percent relative
humidity. A constant environment,
however, is more important than a
correct one; particular efforts must be
made to ensure a steady rather than
fluctuating atmosphere.
Audio-visual materials such as photo
graphs, maps, magnetic tape, motion
picture film, records and tape record
ings also require constant tempera
tures and humidity, protective casing
and a neutral environment.
Fire and flood prevention measures
should be considered in the creation of
an archival facility. Records should be
kept off the floor and smoking should
be prohibited in the stacks and in the
research area. Proper consideration
should be given to the relative merits of
Henry R Bown is assistant histo
rian and archivist at the Pennsylvania
Historical and Museum Commission
in Harris burg. Mr. Bown is of Ukrai
nian descent.
The article above was originally
presented as a speech during a recent
meeting of the Maryland and Dis
trict of Columbia Fraternal Con
gress.
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mation: 1) provenance, or the source of
the records, 2) biographical informa
tion on major persons mentioned in the
collection or background information
on the office or unit whose records are
being described, 3) the scope and
general content of the records, 4) a box
and folder listing (to describe physical
location) of the letters or records
included in the collection, 5) a guide to
where additional materials on the topic
or unit might be found, and 6) subject
tracings, or listings of different subjects
mentioned in the collection and specifi
cally where they might be found in the
records. This detailed description can
be justified for only a small part of the
records in a typical business archives.
Following the preservation, arrange
ment and description of a collection, the
collection should be stored. This is best
done in low-acid or acid-free boxes
available from a number of container
producing companies. Documents
should first be placed in file folders and
then into boxes. The boxes should be
filled confortably so the files stand
upright without curling but loosely
enough to permit easy extraction of
files. The boxes should then be labeled
and stored on steel shelving in the
archives storage area. Their shelf loca
tion should be noted for the archives'
collection locator file. Likewise, bound
ledgers, oversized materials, microfilm,
audio-visual materials and photographs
should be labeled and stored with their
location noted for the locator file.
Two standard sources for archival and
conservation supplies are the Hollinger
Corporation, Box 6185, 3810 South
Four Mile Run Drive, Alexandria, Va.
22206, and Talas, 104 Fifth Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10011. Various conserva
tion and restoration techniques are
discussed in Kenneth. W. Duckett,
"Modern Manuscripts" (Nashville,
1975). An excellent source of basic
information about cleaning paper and
treating leather bindings is Carolyn
Horton, "Cleaning and Preserving
Bindings and Related Materials," pub
lished by the American Library Asso
ciation as No. 16 of the Library
Technology Program Publications.

Ukrainian Free University announces courses
York, N.Y. 10003. Various Ukrainian
organizations sponsor transport to
Munich.
Present teachers of Schools of Ukrai
nian Studies may apply through their
officers to the UCCA Educational
Council for scholarships. For further
information, please, contact the direc
tor of the program: Dr. Alexandra
Tkacz, 84 Midland Blvd., Maplewood,
N.J. 07040; (201) 763-6057.

Case Western U.
offers scholarships
CLEVELAND - Scholarships rang
ing from SI,000 to 52,500 have been
awarded to 23 Case Western Reserve
University students.
The 23 students, all of Ukrainian
descent, were the beneficiaries of the
University's Ukrainian Scholarship
Fund, established in 1978 by an anony
mous graduate, of the university. The
only stipulation of the scholarship is
that one grandparent of the recipient
must have been born in Ukraine.
During the past four years, more than
50 students have been helped by the
fund. The anonymous donor, a success
ful West Coast businessman and an
alumnus of CWRU`s Adelbert College,
established the fund because he felt
(Continued On pagf M)
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Ukrainian WeeUy
The UNA legacy
Since its establishment in Shamokin, Pa., on February 22, 1894, the
Ukrainian National Association has been in the forefront of Ukrainian
community life here in North America. Batko Soyuz — as the fraternal
association has come to be known in recognition of the guiding role it has
played throughout the years — has always been a crusader for all that is right
and just, a servant of the Ukrainian nation, both in the diaspora and in
Ukraine, who sought to do all possible to further its people's educational,
cultural, social and material advancement.
Recently, however, there have been attempts by some parties to negate the
fraternal character which constitutes the very essence of Soyuz and, thus, to
emasculate the UNA. The Ukrainian National Association, stripped of the
pledge of its founders to serve its members.and the Ukrainian community at
large, would be nothing more than a commercial venture that sells insurance
- another Metropolitan Life, if you will. Ukrainians would then have no
special reason to join the UNA. Why, they could just as easily, or even more
easily, purchase a life insurance policy from any commercial company. The
UNA`s raison d'etre would then be lost, and so would the UNA.
But, the UNA's credo of service above all else has enabled Soyuz to outlive
all of its past opponents and critics. So, too, it will survive the attacks of new
adversaries.
For 88 years, Ukrainians in the United States and Canada have
acknowledged that membership in the UN A is an investment in the Ukrainian
community. They have understood that the dollars they invest in UNA
insurance are, in turn, reinvested in the Ukrainian community with an eye
toward securing its future.
Since its inception, the UNA and its branches across North America have
initiated and financed cultural, religious, patriotic, educational and social
activities. In many towns it was the UNA branch which in fact laid that
foundation for all other organized Ukrainian community life.
One would be hard-pressed to name a worthwhile community project in the
United States or Canada that has not had benefited from UNA support. The
UNA regularly aids Ukrainian community organizations and institutions
through contributions of funds and manpower. In the years since (he 29th
UNA Convention (held in 1978), the Ukrainian National Association has
supported Ukrainian organizations and institutions to the tune of SI 10,475.
,And ithc number of.beneficiaries of this support is over. 80.
.1
The UNA organizes camps, courses and workshops for children, youths,
and young adults, as well as various sports and cultural events for Ukrainians
of all ages.
It keeps the Ukrainian community informed and educates them through its
periodicals, namely the Svoboda daily, The Ukrainian Weekly, Veselkaand
the yearly UNA almanacs, not to mention the myriad books that have rolled
off the Svoboda presses.
The UNA has promoted an array of causes throughout the years — from
the Shevchenko monument in Washington, to Ukrainian studies chairs at
Harvard, to actions in defense of national and human rights in Ukraine. Most
recently, the UNA headquarters donated SIO,OOO to aid Ukrainians in
Poland. With UNA branches and individual Soyuz activists chipping in, the
total was brought to over 522,000. And the fund-raising drive continues.
Of course, the UNA helps Ukrainians also by aiding individuals. In
addition to offering insurance at competitive rates, Soyuz provides its
members with low-interest loans, mortgages and scholarships.
Nearly 5230,000 of scholarships has been distributed to qualified
Ukrainian students since the formal institution of the UNA`s scholarship
program in 1964. And the amount of money allocated for these scholarships
rises each year. In 1981, the amount was 545,000.
One could go on, and on, and on, about the mark Batko Soyuz has left on
the Ukrainian community, but the point has been made. Soyuz is a fraternal
association and will continue to be one. It has not outlived its usefulness to the
Ukrainian community and has become an integral part of the community.
We can think of no better way to express one's faith in an organization than
to recommend to others that they get involved in it as well — especially now,
on the eve of the 30th UNA Convention and in preparation for the 90th
anniversary of Soyuz.

To our contributors:
We greatly appreciate the materials — feature articles, news stories, press
dippings, letters to the editor, and the like — we receive from our readers.
In order to facilitate preparation of The Ukrainian Weekly, we ask that the
guidelines listed below be followed.
9 News stories should be sent in not later than 10 days after the occurrence of a
given event.
9 Information about upcoming events must be received by noon of the Monday
before the date The Weekly edition in which the information is to be published.
9 Alt materials must be typed and double spaced.
9 Newspaper and magazine clippings must be accompanied by the name of
the publication and the date of the edition.
в Photographs submitted for publication must be black and white (or color with
good contrast). They will be returned only when so requested and accompanied by
a stamped, addressed envelope.
9 Correct English-language spellings of names must be provided.
9 MATERIALS MUST BE SENT DIRECTLY TO: TH5 UKRAINIAN WEEKLY, 30
MONTGOMERY ST., JERSEY CITY, Ц.І. 07302.
Thank you for your interest and cooperation.
—Editor

Exhibit of "Ten Photographers"
offers variety of expressions
by Yuri Myskiw

CHICAGO - The latest exhibit at
the Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art
(March 19 to April 25) titled "Ten
Photographers," and curated by Jaro- slav Kobylecky, offered a variety of
styles, as well as the opportunity to view
the works .pf four Chicago Ukrainian
photographers.
At first glance, what impressed the
eye is the esthetic layout of the exhibit,
masterfully handled by Jaroslav Koby
lecky, member of the Art Institute of
Chicago photography department staff
and a gifted photographer in his own
right. Mr. Kobylecky aptly demon
strated a knowledge of macro-view
visual setting and an individuated
concept of how to mold images into it.
One cannot fault him as a sloppy
organizer.
Each of the 10 photographers - Jane
Regan, Peter Lekousis, Christopher
English, Taras Horalewskyj, Miles
DeCoster, Franchi de Alfaro, Lialia
Kuchma, Mikhail Korsunsky, Deborah
Pieritz and Mr. Kobylecky — offered
something innovative, or experimental,
or current, or classical, a kind of
melange in the art of photography.
Collectively they illustrated how the
Midwest school follows current trends
of visual expression.
For the viewer leaving the exhibit
they forecast what is new or old in
today's photography. From the mixedmedia, still-life torsos of Mr. de Alfaro,
to the droll-pop jokes of Mr. Lekousis'
' ' t e r r o r i s t c o o k b o o k " ; from Ms.
Kuchma's highly contrasted shafts of
color in nature and light, to Mr. En
glish's pastel dream-like meadows
rendered in the style of a Japanese
screen; from Ms. Regan's large blackand-white murals to Ms. Pieritz's
miniature gallery of the "Zirkus Roncalli," "Ten Photographers" offered
something for everyone's taste.
Of the four Ukrainians, it is Mr.
Kobylecky who is most experimental.
Introspective, elusive, imaginatively
enigmatic, the photographs dwell in a
surreal limbo between the reality of
nature and its transfigured semblance in
the fragmented world of the mind. Mr.
Kobylecky uses multiple images, often
multiply printed, to create a series of
montage-like vistas rooted to the
phantasmagoria of sleep.
A timepiece curled into a shell rests,
almost in X-ray fashion, on a parched
landscape - ominously orange-brown.
Horns of an animal are suspended in a
dark firmament surrounding two simi
lar views of a landscape. A skeleton
like seashell drifts in front of two latesummer bales of hay. Poltergeist-like
splotches drift across a background of
withered trees. Mr. Kobylecky instills
an uncanny atmosphere into his en
vironments and images by using somber
or unnatural colors. His world dwells in
the country of the night or. if projected
further, in "the dark night of the soul,"
the translucent edge of nightmare, or
the dual dichotomy of intellect and
sense.
The seven pieces at the exhibit were
from Mr. Kobylecky's portfolio titled
"Time and the Distance between Beasts,"
They bring to mind the work of Jerry
Uelsmann, who works with similar
subject matter, and whose basic quality
is visual surprise. Mr. Uelsmann (and
by association Mr. Kobylecky) is like an
-alchemist of the darkroom, transmuting
the visible world into magical visual

surprises and conundrums.
Ms. Kuchma is gifted both in tapestry
weaving and photography. This was her
second appearance at UIMA. Ms.
Kuchma's work-is straightforward.
There are no darkroom gimmicks or
manipulation of prints. Her photo
graphs of Mexico reveal a true render
ing of color, harmoniously translating
the subtle peace and beauty of nature.
Ms. Kuchma's controlled balance of
composition and contrast of color
transmit the moods of morning, or
afternoon, or midday. The tropics
vibrate with vivid hues or pronounced
shadows or the stark duel between open
sunlight and shade. Palms rest nakedly
against an orange or stark white wall.
Two buildings glow golden against a
clouded sky of dusk. People stand
against the ochre background of huts
and desert at Monument valley.
Ms. Kuchma can take the simplest
objects to the eye and underline their
basic shapes, colors and their relation
ship to the environment. Out of a
gathering of objects that the viewer
takes for granted, Ms. Kuchma can
make an interesting photograph. Like
her previous output (exhibited at UIMA
a few years ago), this new series of
photographs attested to her mastery of
the medium.
Nature is Mr. Horalewskyj's focal
point in photography. He explores its
various manifestations — changes in
season, flora, and fauna, earth and
water, sky and mountain. Each receives
its indelible stamp from Mr. Horalewskyj's wide range of photographic
experience. It is photography with a
soul, capable of communicating many
emotional responses. A poetic sensitivity
underlines each of his images.
But in some of his photographs there
is something more. It is as if there exists
another invisible element — some
hidden presence that is missing from the
environment of his landscapes. The
bk,,k and white photograph titled
"Door County" depicts a row of poplars
in an empty field against a dark cloudcast sky. There is an ominous, almost
fearful quality in this print. As if beyond
the clouds lies a storm, yet behind the
storm there exists all of the violence
unleashed by nature, and beyond that
violence something even more harmful
and unnatural. This impression is
reached by the viewer in a gradual, stepby-step discovery. It is not instant. And
that is what makes Mr. Horalewskj^s
efforts artistic.
Another color photograph shows the
view from a window — the room a dark
contrast or yellow light and darkness.
Again it is as if some hidden presence
rests just beyond that darkness — giving
the view out of the window a bleak
empty character. Here the atmosphere
is gothic, a descriptive passage out of
Steven King visualized. And again there
is the possibility of hidden violence. In
other photographs, fog or mist covers
an empty road or etches a white country
church lost - as if all of the faithful
disappeared through an occult incident,
a mad evil blight.
Two more landscapes show another
stage — nature rendered with an almost
sorrowful calm from some unexplained
phenomenon. Mr. Horalewskyj`s work
is aptly demonstrated in the album of
embroidery and poetry, "Invincible
Spirit," published by Smoloskyp.
Mr. Korsunsky studied photography
in Kiev. He served as chief photo(Conttautd on page 13)
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The Madrid Review Conference: an interim report
Following is a report on Phase IV of Soviets of the futility of continuing the
the Madrid Conference to review imple meeting at this time.
mentation of the Helsinki Accords
prepared by the U.S. Commission on
Background to the session
Security and Cooperation in Europe. It
covers Madrid Conference sessions
The December 13 imposition of
from February 9 to March 12.
^inaitial\law.m...P^bn4.;.lli^..the.subsequent massive repression brought the
third phase of Madrid to a close on
Overview
December 18 without agreement on the
The fourth session of the Madrid 36-page compromise draft of a conclud
meeting of the Conference on Security ing document which had been proposed
and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) by the neutral and non-aligned (NNa)
adjourned on Friday, March 12, with a countries. The only agreement reached
decision to resume the negotiations on a was to meet again in Madrid starting
balanced and substantive concluding February 9.
While all NATO countries recog
document on Tuesday, November 9.
This decision to recess the meeting nized that areturnto business as usual
came following a hectic weekend of at Madrid in February was out of the
around-the-clock negotiations from question, there were nuances in ap
March 5 to 7. The heated procedural proach among the allies to the new
battle which led up to the adjournment session. The United States, Canada and
decision began Friday, March 5, when some West European countries believed
the NATO allies - in light of continu that this session of Madrid should be
ing repression in Poland and unabated used to criticize violations in Poland
human-rights violations in the Soviet and then be recessed as soon as possible
Union — launched a move to decrease to avoid the appearance of conducting
the number of working sessions in order normal negotiations.
Other West European, countries at
to undercut the Soviet effort to get the
proceedings back to "business as usual." least initially preferred to keep the
meeting going in order to keep the
The wrangling over the agenda ended pressure on Poland and to avoid giving
on Monday, March 7, when the Soviet the impression that the West was
Union, in exchange for Western agree responsible for cutting off the Eastment to one more week of working West dialogue. Differences in approach
sessions acceded to neutral demands for at the outset were largely eliminated
a recess beginning March 12. The through bilateral discussions between
continuation of the negotiations was the allies and by the maladroit procedu
put off until November by which time, it ral maneuvering of the Soviet delega
is hoped, developments in Poland and tion aimed at reducing the impact of
the Soviet Union will have improved. Western criticism.
In the weeks prior to the resumption
This phase of the 18-month-old
Madrid meeting opened with a plenary of the session, the Eastern countries,
session on February 9, with the foreign wishing to split the Western alliance and
ministers of the NATO countries, draw a curtain over the Polish crisis, let
including Secretary of State Alexander it be known that they proposed to
Haig, in attendance and united in conduct negotiations at Madrid and
condemning the Polish imposition of viewed the NNa draft concluding docu
martial law as a violation of the Hel ment as an acceptable basis for those
sinki Final Act. The foreign ministers negotiations and for eventual agree
unequivocally placed the blame for the ment. At the same time, the East
repression in Poland squarely on the solemnly warned that it would not
shoulders of both the Polish authorities tolerate any discussion of the Polish
situation as this was completely beyond
and the Soviet Union.
the purview of the meeting and consti
Despite procedural roadblocks
tuted unwarranted interference in Po
thrown up by the Soviets, Western and land's internal affairs.
neutral foreign ministers continued to
The Polish deputy foreign minister
speak out on Poland at the subsequent
plenary session of February 12. The went so far as to threaten that if the
importance of the Polish crisis for the Polish crisis was raised by the West, his
CSCE process was graphically demon delegation would boycott the meeting
strated by the fact that this marked the — a threat which was not carried out.
first occasion since the 1975 signing of
Procedural debate
the final act itself that a majority of the
foreign ministers of the participating
When the Madrid meeting reopened
states had attended a CSCE session.
on February 9 in a customary closed
In the remaining weeks of Phase IV of plenary session, Poland was in the chair
the Madrid meeting, the proceedings according to the alphabetical rotation
remained deadlocked.. Because of the system in place from the pre-Christmas
unrelenting repression in Poland, the phase. The Polish chairman, having
Western allies refused to resume nego already stirred a controversy over the
tiations on a concluding document order of speakers, attempted to cut the
embodying new agreements and, in plenary session short in order to limit
stead, concentrated their attention on the number of speeches attacking the
citing the massive violations of the final military crackdown in his country.
act committed by the Soviet Union and
After representatives of nine coun
its Eastern friends.
tries had spoken — including Secretary
The Soviet strategy, on the other Haig and the foreign ministers of five
hand, was to try to force a return to Western countries (Belgium, Germany,
negotiations — "business as usual" — Canada, Italy and Spain) — the chair
despite Poland, and to refuse to agree to man tried -to adjourn the session until
end or adjourn the meeting until that the next plenary, scheduled for February
12, on the grounds that the session had
objective was achieved.
At the same time, neither side wanted reached its mandated length.
This action left the foreign ministers
to be seen as responsible for the resultant
stalemate and for thwarting the CSCE of at least seven other countries, includ
process. In the end, the realization that ing France, still waiting to take the
the Western allies were not going to be floor. The Polish maneuver provoked a
coerced back to the negotiating table, lengthy procedural debate, with the
combined with the prospect of continu Western countries challenging the
ing criticism of their conduct in Poland chairman'srightto halt discussion when
and elsewhere, evidently covinced the countries, already inscribed on the

speaker's list, still desired to speak.
Heretofore, it had been standard CSCE
practice to keep meetings going as long
as necessary to accommodate all who
wished to speak during a given session.
The net result of the Eastern stalling
tactic, which lasted seven hours, was to
give added impetus to Western unity.
The East's tactics also clearly alienated
several NNa foreign ministers, especially
the Swiss, who declared that the Fe
bruary 9 spectacle had strengthened his
government's doubts that substantial
work on a concluding document could
take place during this phase of the
meeting.
Debate on Poland
As expected, the speeches of Secre
tary Haig and the other NATO ministers
condemned, in sharp terms, the imposi
tion of martial law in Poland and the
Soviet Union's role in these events.
Secretary Haig attacked "the forcible
suppression of the Polish search for
freedom...and for self-determination,"
stressing that thisrepression,"part of a
broader pattern of Soviet lack of
restraint," threatened the very basis of
the CSCE process.
He declared that Soviet and Warsaw
Pact military demonstrations and the
"palpable fear" of Soviet military
intervention had been repeatedly used
to intimidate the Polish people. He
emphasized that the participating states
could not "pretend to build up the
structure of peace and security here in
Madrid while the foundation for that
structure is being undermined in Po
land." How, he asked, could the signa
tories return to negotiation as usual on
new provisions, while existing obliga
tions were being so blatantly, ignored
and violated?
Belgian Foreign Minister Leo Tindemans, speaking for the 10 members of
the European Community, stressed that
while the EC countries continued to
support the Helsinki process, new
agreements at Madrid were incon
ceivable while martial law existed in
Roland.
West German Foreign Minister Hans
Dietrich Genscher condemned the
repressive actions of the Polish authori
ties and alluded to Soviet efforts to
subvert Polish self-determination. The
Polish imposition of martial law, in his
view, "cast a dark shadow" over the
CSCE process.
Condemnations of the events in
Poland continued during the plenary
session on February 12 The anticipated
Soviet-bloc effort to again raise proce
dural objections did not materialize due
to last-minute behind-the-scenes agree
ments worked out by the NNa coun
tries. All speakers were permitted to
have their say. Soviet and other Warsaw
Pact representatives refused through
out to address the substance of Western
accusations, declaring their resolute
opposition `^o any discussion at Ma
drid of what the NATO representatives
call the situation in Poland."
Soviet delegation head and Deputy
Foreign Minister Leonid llychev in
sisted that there was no political, legal
or moral basis for the Polish situation to
be a subject of discussion at Madrid.
This position, however, did not prevent
him from attacking the United States
for a host of alleged sins — none of them
falling within the purview of CSCE —
including supporting "Israeli aggres
sors," providing military aid to El
Salvador, cooperating with the Pino
chet regime in Chile and backing South
Africa's "racist regime." Mr. IJychev
also accused the United` States of
organizing "political, economic and

ideological diversions" against Poland.
Continuing Western condemnations
With the departure of the NATO
foreign ministers, the work of the
meeting resumed in a less publicized
atmosphere. The West, particularly the
United States, continued its attack on
Eastern violations of the final act,
including events in Poland and Af
ghanistan and human-rights abuses.
U.S. Ambassador Max Kampelman
delivered a series of hard-hitting speech
es, beginning with one on February 10
dealing with illegal Soviet use of chem
ical and biological warfare. Subsequent
speeches by Mr. Kampelman provided
detailed analyses and criticisms of the
situation in Poland and various aspects
of continuing Soviet human-rights
violations.
Other allied delegations followed a
similar strategy, attacking the whole
gamut of Eastern violations. At least
two or more Western delegations spoke
on some aspect of Eastern non-com
pliance in nearly every plenary, which
were held twice weekly and, in the last
week, three times.
Negotiations at a standstill
While this unrelenting stream of
allied condemnations of Soviet be
havior continued in the plenary, the
NATO countries agreed to keep silent in
the twice weekly drafting groups in
order to demonstrate convincingly that
negotiations in the NNa draft conclud
ing document were neither possible nor
appropriate while the crisis in Poland
continued.
''`
Furthermore, there was a feeling
among both the NATO and NNa coun
tries that the atmosphere of tension and
distrust which permeated East-West
relations in general, and the Madrid
meeting in particular, could result in the
unraveling of already provisionally
agreed upon language in that docu
ment.
On the other hand, concern was also
felt th'` t discussions of the NNa paper or
the introduction of very tough amend
ments could lead eventually to a return
to negotiations rather than to the
adjournment which the Western coun
tries sought.
Moves toward agreement
At the end of the fourth week of the
meeting, the NATO countries deter
mined that the protraction of this phase
of the Madrid meeting could only
result in the loss of credibility both for
the Western position of not doing
business as usual and for the public
image of the CSCE process. Recalling
the December 18 agreement of the 35
delegations that this phase should finish
"within one month," the NATO allies
resolved in early March not to agree, to
working programs after the fourth week
which could give the impression of
business as usual.
і
This was accomplished by insisting
that the schedule for the fifth week
contain two plenary meetings only,
rather than the usual full panoply of
plenary, drafting groups and informal
beads of delegation meetings favored by
the Soviet Union and its Eastern allies.
In response, the Eastern countries
countered with a demand for a full
schedule of meetings. The ensuing
confrontation over the agenda began at
11 a.m. in the plenary meeting of
Friday, March 5, and did not end until
4:30 ajn. ,the next day with an agree(Conflnaed on fait lSy
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Ukrainian Institute to feature Surmach family exhibit
NEW YORK. - The staid neo-gothic mansion
housing the Ukrainian Institute of America across
from the Metropolitan Museum will be festooned
with Ukrainian folk art from May 8 to 23.
An event titled "Collections and Recollections"
with collections of 100 antique embroidered shirtdresses and reverse glasspaintings of folk scenes,
will be featured in the Surmach Family exhibit. The
"recollections" portion celebrates the publication
of 89-year-old family patriarch Myron Surmach's
"Memoirs of My Surma Bookstore."
The bookstore is really what is being celebrated.
Now going into its third generation, it has been a
landmark in the Ukrainian community of the
Lower East Side since 1918 when Papa Surmach
founded it.
Son Myron W. and daughter Yaroslava were
both raised "minding the store." Yaroslava
graduated from the Cooper Union Art School
across the street and had a studio above the store.
Son Myron joined as manager after a hitch in the
Navy and the New York University Business
School.
The elder Myron retired in 1968 to his apiary in
Saddle River, N.J., but still comes in on Sundays to
meet with his cronies and handle the honey and
book business.
Myron W. expanded the general store to include
peasant embroidered clothing, and Yaroslava has
illustrated many folk tales and helped revive the old
crafts of decorating Easter eggs and painting in
reverse on glass. One of her early paintings was seen
in the shop window by the head of UNICEF cards,
who chose the painting for reproduction. Surma
has since printed 40 more of the glasspaintings on
cards.
Recently Surma acquired intact a collection of
embroidered shirt-dresses which had been stored
through two world wars. They are being shown to
the public for the first time. Each shirt is exquisitely
embroidered in a different rose pattern on handwoven linen. The patterns have been charted and
published in з portfolio titled "Ukrainian Rose
Patterns" by Myron W.
At the opening reception on May 8, the tradi
tional lute-like bandura will entertain guests with
Ukrainian folk music.
Family friend and columnist Ted Shumeyko will
open a brief program a 5 p.m. by beginning the
Surmach story, followed by Family members will
then introduce each other in succession, closing
with Myron Surmach, Sr. who will tell how it was.
The exhibit will be open daily, except Mondays,
from 2 to 6:30 p.m. at the Ukrainian Institute 2 E.
79th St.

Surmachivka, the apiary and farm of Myron Surmach in Saddle River, N.J.

Myron Surmach, founder of Surma and patriarch
of the Surmach family.
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At the museum: "Lost Architecture of Kiev"
On June 12. The Ukrainian Museum
at 203 Second Ave., New York, will
unveil a yearlong exhibit titled "Lost
Architecture of Kiev." The article below
is adaptedfrom theforthcoming exhibit
catalogue by Titus Hc.vryk. the exhibit's guest curator, who is director of
facilities development at the University
of Pennsylvania.
The historic urban centers of Europe
have been casualties of war, contemporary urban growth and industrialization. The destruction brought by the
two world wars has accelerated the
disappearance of the architectural
heritage and historical townscapes of
Europe, which have undergone radical
and permanent changes. To be sure,
such European cities as Warsaw and
Leningrad, devastated though they
were, have had entire sections of old towns
or large palatial complexes reconstructed.
The fate of Kiev, however, the ancient
capital city of Ukraine, has been markedly different from its sister cities. Kiev
has not had to undergo great pressures
of industrialization. Neither did the city
share the terrible fate of such urban
centers as Warsaw, Dresden or Coventry during World War II. Its historic
monuments and urban complexes were
casualties of another kind of campaign.
It was during the peaceful pre-war years
of the 1930s that the architectural
landmarks of Kiev — important elements of its urban forms that contributed to the homogeneity of Kiev's
townscape and which had a symbolic
(Continued on pafe 12)

Church of St. Michael of the Golden Domes. Built in the 12th century; altered In the 18th century; demolished in 1935-36.

Portion of the northern side of the Uspenskyi Sober of the Monastery of the Caves
Belfry of Ss. Peter and Paul Church. Built in the 17th century; demolished in 1935. (Pecherska Lavra). Built in the 11th century; altered in the 17th century;
Architect: Ivan Barsky.
demolished in 1941.
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Sunday, May 2
NEW YORK: Plast seniors and
"starshi plastuny" invite all to join
them for a social meeting at 1:30 p.m.
in the Plast home on Second Avenue.
The meeting will feature details
about the upcoming jamboree in
August and a slide presentation from
sports camps.
IRVINGTON, NJ.: The Women's
Association for the Defense for the
Four Freedoms for Ukraine is spon
soring a 'Hutsul Evening" at the
Ukrainian National Home at 4 p.m.
The program includes excerpts from
Hutsul literature and presentation of
Hutsul folklore. Following the pro
gram there will be a Hutsul repast.
PASSAIC, NJ.: The Passaic, Eliza
beth and Newark branches of the
Organization for the Defense of
Lemkivshchyna, under the auspices
of the Ukrainian Congress Commit
tee of America, is sponsoring a
program to mark the 35th anniver
sary of the evacuation of Lemkiv
shchyna and the Sian region at 4
p.m. at the Ukrainian Center, 240
Hope Ave., Passaic.
NEW YORK: Yurij Lawrynenko
will speak on the positive and nega
tive aspects of Kharkhiv University,
at 2 p.m. at the Ukrainian Academy
of Arts and Science, 206 W. 100th St.
JENKINTOWN, Pa.: Manor Junior
College is hosting an exhibit of Luba
Maziar's paintings and graphics for
wedding invitations. The exhibit will
run from Sunday, May 2, through
Friday, May 14, with an opening at 3
p.m. on Sunday, in the library
building gallery. The show will be
open on weekends at 1-5 p.m., week
days by appointment. For further
information call (215) 885-2360.
Ms. Maziar has had three indivi
dual exhibits and has participated in
11 group shows. Presently, she is
employed as a designer for a major
U.S. cosmetic company and has
worked for several advertising agen-

Montlay, May 3
WINNIPEG: The Museum of the
Ukrainian Cultural and Educational
Centre (Oseredok) is hosting an
exhibit titled "Ukrainian Vernacular
Housing in Stuartburn," from Mon
day, May 3, through Wednesday,
June 30, at 184 Alexander Ave E.
The exhibit was prepared by the
Environmental Studies Project
Office (ESPO), which is an architec
ture student project funded by the
Secretary of State Multicultural
Directorate and Gardenton Mu
seum. Its aim was to research and
document the construction styles of
housing built between 1896 and 1915
in Stuartburn.
The result of the project is pri
marily a photographic exhibit ex
plaining traditional Ukrainian styles
in housing construction and the
adaptation of these styles to the
Canadian environment. The students
participating in the project were Pat
Kuzyk, Dave Kressock, Steve
Mickuska and Steve Da vies.
The opening on May 3, at 7:30
p.m. will be followed by a reception
at the center

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Friday, May 7
DETROIT: The annual Ukrainian
Summer Festival will be held on the
Detroit Riverfront for three days
beginning today. It will include
booths with Ukrainian artifacts and
crafts, Ukrainian foods, slide and
movie presentations about Ukrai
nians, as well as a performances of
dance groups, singers and instru
mentalists. Programs will begin on
the hour throughout the weekend.
Last year an estimated 200,000 people
came to the Ukrainian Festival.
For more information, contact
Michael Wichorek, festival chairman,
13814 Vassar Drive, Detroit, Mich.
48235; (313) 341-9542.
CHICAGO: The opening of an exhi
bit of paintings and graphics by
Bohdan Borzemsky at 7:30 p.m. at
the Senior Citizen Home, 2355 N.
Chicago Ave. The exhibit, sponsored
by Branch 12 of the Ukrainian Gold
Cross, will run for three days, May 79. Hours are from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
on Saturday and 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on
Sunday.
Saturday, May 8
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Pa
triarchal Society, New York branch,
is holding a traditional Patriarchal
Sviachene at 5 p.m. the Ukrainian
National Home, 140 Second Ave.
Admission is S8, S15 per couple;
youths age 12 and under, 55. Reser
vations should be made before May
3.
ROCHESTER, N.Y.: The opening
of an exhibit "of paintings by Irene
Twerdochlib at 6 p.m. The exhibit,
sponsored by Branch 47 of the Ukrai
nian National Women's League of
America,will be on display at the St.
Josaphat Church Hall, 940 E. Ridge
Road and Stanton Lane. Hours are
6 to 9 p.m. on Saturday and 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sunday.

VINELAND, NJ.: "A Day in Ukraine," the third Ukrainian cultural
festival sponsored by the Cumber
land County College, the Chaika
Ukrainian Dancers of South Jersey
and the Ukrainian Community of
Cumberland County will be held
from noon to 6 p.m. in the Dr.
Charles Cunningham College Center
of the county college.
The festival will feature home
made ethnic food served throughout
the day and a display of arts and crafts.
The stage program will begin at 2
p.m. with students from the School
of Bandura of New York City and the
Chaika Dancers performing.
The festival is free to the public.
For more details please write or call
Ivan Kujdych, 654 N. Main Road,
Vineland, N.J. 08360 or call (609)
691-0360 at 10 a.m. to noon and 2 to
4 p.m.
WINNIPEG: An exhibit of works by
students of the Katerina Antonovich
School of Art will take place in the
multipurpose room of the Ukrainian
Cultural and Educational Centre, 184
Alexander Ave. E. both today and
Sunday, May 9, from 1 to 4 p.m.
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CHICAGO: Members of the Kashtan
School of Ukrainian Dance of
Cleveland will perform in Chopin
School Auditorium on Rice and
Campbell streets at 7 p.m. The
program, which is under the auspices
of the Ukrainian School of Ballet and
Folk Dance of Ss. Volodymyr and
Olha Ukrainian Catholic Church,
will also include a performance by
mezzo-soprano Lina Belutz accom
panied by Leonid Verbytsky. Tickets
miy be purchased at the Ukrainian
Bookstore, Delta, Stauropegion and
the Self-Reliance and Security
savings and loan associations.

NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Insti
tute of America presents the opening
of "Collections and Recollections,"
the Surmach family exhibit, at 2 p.m.
The exhibit will be open daily from 2
to 6:30 p. тГ (closed Mondays), at 2
E. 79th St.
Sunday, May 9
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.: The Friends
of HURI Speakers Series will present
a lecture by Bohdan Nahaylo on
"The Ukrainian Problem and Recent
Soviet Nationalities Policy" at 3:30
p.m. in the Ticknor Lounge, Воуі–
ston Hall, Harvard University. The
talk is open exclusively to members
of the patronage group — The
Friends of the Harvard Ukrainian
Research Institute. For further infor
mation call (617) 495-7833.
WARREN, Mfch.: The Ukrainian
Cultural Center invites mothers and
their families to attend a Mother's
Day brunch from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The buffet-style brunch will feature a
special menu for the day and will be
held at the Ukrainian Cultural Cen
ter, 26601 Ryan Road, just south of
Eleven Mile Road, in Warren.
Tickets are available in advance at
the Ukrainian Cultural Center or at
any of the three Future Credit Union
offices in the Detroit area. Tickets
are S7 for adults and S4.50 for
children age 10 or younger. For more
information call (313) 757-1980 or
757-1022.
PHILADELPHIA: The Basilian
Sisters invite everyone to participate
in the annual Mother's Day Pilgri
mage in honor, of the Mother of God,
which will be held at the Basilian
Sisters' Motherhouse, 710 Fox Chase
Road, Philadelphia from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
The theme of this year's Mother's
Day is "St. Basil Academy Golden
Anniversary — 50 Years of Ser
vice to the Church and Community."
The solemn pontifical liturgy will be
celebrated at 11 a.m. The afternoon
schedule includes the blessing of
water and religious' articles, and the
procession to the grotto followed by
a moleben.
BOSTON: The St. Andrew's Ukrai
nian Orthodox Church youth is
sponsoring a Mother's Day dinner
after the liturgy in the church hall.
Proceeds will go toward the Ukrai
nian Youth Festival Picnic, which
will be held June 27 in Bride water,
Mass., church grounds. For any
additional information contact Ste
phanie Romanchuk DiAngelis. 80

Dagmar Drive, Brockton, Mass.
02402.
Tuesday, May 11
WINNIPEG: The public is invited at
7 p.m. to a lecture on artist Dmytro
Stryjek and his work. The talk with
be given by Peter Millard, author of
an article about the artist's folk
paintings. At 7:30 p.m. Eugene
Kostyra, minister of cultural affairs
and historical resources, will open
the exhibit which will be held in both
galleries 1 and 2, of the Gallery
Oseredok, at the Ukrainian Cultural
and Educational Centre, 184 Alexan
der Ave. E.
After the opening there will be a
reception, where the public will have
an opportunity to meet the 82-yearold artist from Saskatoon. The
exhibit will run through Sunday,
June 20.
Oseredok is open Tuesday through
Saturday, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., and
Sunday, 2-5 p.m. For further infor
mation about the exhibit, contact
Sophia Lada, curator, at (204) 9420218 ext. 5.
Thursday, May 13
SASKATOON, Sask.: The ninth
Vesna Festival will be held in Saska
toon's Centennial Auditorium be
ginning today. Set in authentic
decor, this three-day extravaganza
features local and out-of-town entertainmerit, as well as dining, dancing,
cultural and fine arts displays and
activities for the entire family.
Ticket prices are: Thursday - S7,
Friday - SI 1, and Saturday - S14.
Reserved tables (eight persons per
table) are also available for
Thursday - S10, Friday - S14
and Saturday - S21. Tickets for
children under 12, accompanied by
an adult are SI on Thursday, S2 on
Friday and S3 on Saturday. Out-oftown ticket purchasers may obtain
tickets by writing to the Ukrainian
Museum of Canada, 910 Spadina
Cresent E., Saskatoon.
The entertainment is non-stop
from 6 p.m. until 2 a.m. nightly. The
Vesna Festival is sponsored by the
Ukrainian Canadian Professional
and Business Club, whose major aim
is the preservation of the Ukrainian
heritage within the Canadian con
text.
Saturday, May IS
NEW YORK: Branch 104 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America is sponsoring its annual
spring dance at 9 p.m. in the Ukrai
nian National Home, 140 Second
Ave. Music will be provided by
Vodohray. Donations are S7.
Sunday, May 16
LYNDORA, Pa.: Ss. Peter and Paul
Ukrainian Orthodox Church is spon
soring its annual Ukrainian Smor
gasbord, which will be from noon to
6 p.m. The dinner features over 40
different home-made foods from
"studynets" to chicken Kiev and
torte. Due to the large variety of food
a strict deadline of May 10 for the
sale of all tickets (only S7.50) has
been announced.
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Notes on people
Gural family troupe exhibits puppets
LAVAL, Quc. - Puppeteer Sonya
Gural has been invited to perform this
weekend at St. Vladimir Institute in
Toronto.
Her two days of programs will in
clude presentations of "Hayilky"and the
story of "Rukavychka." She will be
assisted by the family troupe. There will
also be an ongoing exhibition of the
artist's marionettes, featuring scenes
from her interpretation of Lesya Ukrainka's "Lisova Pisnia."
Recently, Mrs. Gural's famous
puppets were presented to the Gover
nor-General of Canada, Edward Schreyer, on the occasion of the 90th
anniversary of Ukrainian immigration
to Canada. Replicas of these puppets

will be donated by Mrs. Gural to the
Ukrainian Museum at St.' Vladimir's
Institute.
After her stint in Ontario, Mrs. Gural
will travel to Cap Rouge, Quebec City,
Friday, May 21, through Monday, May
24, to exhibit her marionettes at the
theater festival. She was selected by a
jury after having been reviewed by three
drama critics from the association of
Quebec Youth Theatres. The display
will feature puppets from fairy tales and
will spotlight her string puppet, Peter,
whom the critics all found interesting,
for Peter does prysiadky.
This theatre festival is a provincewide event.

Puppeteer Sonya Gural b flanked by her children Natalia Larissa and Andrij, who
themselves are learning the puppeteer art.

Illinois youth competes in gymnastics meet
BENSENVILLE, 111. - Oksana M.
Perun, a 13-year-old gymnast, received
first-place all-around honors in the
American Academy Class HI Spring
Gymnastic Invitational competition.
The competition, which was for girls
between ages 12 and 14, was held at
Maine West High School, Saturday,
March 6, in Des Plaines, 111.
Oksana competed in the vault, une

ven parallel bars, balance beam and
floor exercises.
The following week, she participated
in an optional meet in Evans ton, 111., in
which she came through with a thirdplace all-around trophy.
She is now qualified to enter the
Illinois State Competition to be held on
May 8 and 9.
Oksana is the daughter of Jerry and
Maria Perun.

Oksana Perun (center), 13, first-place all-around winner of a gymnastics
competition held recently in Des Plaines, Ш., is seen above with other trophy
winners.
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Church gets new look
COLCHESTER, Conn. - St. Mary's
Ukrainian Catholic Church in this city
is becoming an Eastern jewel, according
to an article in the Saturday, April 10,
issue of the Hartford Courant, a daily
paper.
According to the Rev. George
Lukaczyk, who was interviewed by the
Courant, the church will be "the most
beautiful church of its size in the world,"
thanks to the Byzantine-style icons, the
work of Vladimir Bachinsky of Wood
stock, N.Y.
St. Mary's is a small church, which
serves 60 area families from New Haven
to Rhode Island, and from МагіЬо–
rough to the shore. Built in 1956, it is to
a large extent, the parishioners' only
link to their Ukrainian identity. The
Adrian Bryttan
members decided to "bolster that link"
and rejuvenate the plain Latinate-style of the performance praised the "sincere
building with an ornate Eastern Catho and .thorough" conducting of Mr.
Bryttan and the "beautiful, full" sing
lic decor.
The SSO,OOO funding for the rebuild ing and acting of Ms. Chudy, as well as
ing came from the state to cover struc the rest of the cast. This company is the
tural damages the church incurred only group in this area of Indiana to
during construction of Route 2 about 10 produce high-quality opera, the news
paper noted.
years ago.
-Mr. Bachinsky, who has been work
ing on the church icons for two years
completes the acrylic-on-canvas Pysanky in Oklahoma
painting in his studio, then installs it in
EL RENO, Okla. - Even the resi
the church.
dents of Oklahoma will be able to
To date, he has completed the "Gol admire and learn the ancient Ukrainian
gotha" - Christ's crucifixion, which craft of the pysanka this year, thanks to
dominates the wall behind the main Aretta Sorrels.
altar. The completed icons of the
Mrs. Sorrels, a resident of El Reno, is
Nativity and Resurrection are found in planning to conduct a workshop in July
the front and back of the church. The to teach local residents the beautiful art
icons of Christ, ruler of the universe, of decorating Ukrainian Easter eggs,
three angels of God from the Old
reported the El Reno Tribune on April
Testament, the transfiguaration of
Christ' arid Christ distributing Holy І Ь „ , , „ „ : . , , : , : ,„о,юікп. w i o b w ,
Mrs. Sorrels explained that making a
communion are also already found in
Ukrainian pysanka is more of a science
the church.
than the American egg painting version.
At the present time, Mr. Bachinsky is An egg with fashionable design may
working on a large icon depicting the require more than a day to complete,
creation of the universe that will cover she said.
the center of the ceiling.
She added that if the egg is decorated
Through his work on the church properly and stored under the proper
icons, Mr. Bachinsky has gained recog conditions it may last 75 years. "No, you
nition nationwide. His icons have been don't let the kids hunt for them," she
featured in The Wanderer, a national added.
Catholic weekly newspaper published
Her 9-year-old-son, Markian knows
in St. Paul, Minn.
this well for he has also started making
The Hartford Courant reported that the pysanky, which, he said, is "pretty
"reproductions of Mr. Bachinsky's difficult."
work icons have been added to The
Wanderer's series of religious cards,
which have featured works by such Expands service program
masters as Giorgione, Fra Angelico and
Botticelli.
PLAINFIELD, N.J. - The Catholic
Community Services under the direc
Mr. Bachinsky, when asked what he
tion of coordinator Roman Kilar, has
thought of being included with the old
masters, remarked that he was proud, expanded its program to improve
services to the area's growing Hispanic,
"as long as people don't think I'm
Puerto Rican and foreign-born popula
dead."
tion, reported The Courier-News, a
l.-wspaper.
Bryttan organizes opera local
The Catholic Community Services is
SOUTH BEND, Ind. - On Satur a non-sectarian, non-profit organiza
day, March 6, and Sunday, March 7, tion, which operates on a grant from the
thanks to the organizing and conduct state Department of Labor, and which
ing efforts of Adrian Bryttan, "Rigo- provides assistance on immigration
letto" was presented on the stage of activities — residency and citizenship O'Laughlin Auditorium, at Notre as well as finds jobs, shelter and gro
ceries for needy people in the area.
Dame University.
Mr. Kilar said that, lately his office,
The full-length opera, performed in
Italian, was the third such effort in three at 700 Park Ave., Plainfield, has been
years, of Mr. Bryttan, a faculty member mostly concerned with job placement.
of the university. Mr. Bryttan also "Just about everyone who comes to see
coaches with Maestro George Schick of us these days asks for jobs," he told the
the Metropolitan Opera and conducts newspaper.
the Notre Dame Orchestra in sym- (
He is worried about funding after
phonic concerts, opera and ballet.
September because of government
This year's cast of "Rigoletto" in cutbacks in the social service area and
cluded members of the Chicago Lyric, hopes for financial assistance from city
Houston Grand Opera and New York hall.
Opera Orchestra. Natalya Chudy, who
In an attempt to help Plainfield
sang in last year's Notre Dame produc Hispanics become more organized, Mr.
tion of "Cosi fan tutte," starred in the Kilar is forming a citizen advisory
role of Madalena. The sets were design committee for the agency, reported the
ed by Lida Petruniak-Colucci.
paper. He is also looking for volunteers
The South Bend Tribune, in a review to work in the office.
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At the museum...
(Continued from page 9)

significance to its inhabitants — were
mostly dismantled.
Situated on a hilly site on the western
("right") bank of the Dnieper River, the
contemporary city of Kiev developed in
the 19th century on the basis of three
settlements: the Hora (Hill), the Uppertown of the Middle Ages; Podil, the
ancient Lowertown on the banks of the
river, and Pecherske, on the hills to the
southeast. Founded in the ninth century,
the Uppertown on the Hora overlooked
the Lowertown, which was a district of
craftsmen and merchants. In the Middle
Ages, a wooded ravine, later to be
known as Kreshchatyi Yar, separated
the Uppertown's fortress from the hills
along the Dnieper River. On these hills,
now the Pecherske region of the city,
was located the famous Pecherska
Lavra (Monastery of the Caves) found
ed in the 11th century by St. Anthony
and St. Theodosius.
During the 10th and 11th centuries
the city of Kiev was a center of an
architectural school of the Byzantine
style. In the 12th and 13th centuries
Romanesque influences - originating
from Southern Europe, especially Lombardy - also appeared. Due to the
classical heritage and education of the
Ukrainian elite, Baroque art and ar
chitecture, the paramount artistic ex
pression in Central and Eastern as well
Western Europe, was enthusiastically
adopted in 17th century Ukraine and
was fused with the vernacular.
Developed during the years of na
tional autonomy, the exuberant forms
of the Baroque architecture in Ukraine
of the 17th and 18th centuries symbo
lized the self-confidence and national

aspirations of the Ukrainian people and
its aristocracy. Due to Hetman Ivan
Mazepa's prodigious building activities.
Ukrainian historians often refer to the
Baroque style of Ukraine as Mazepa's
Style.
During the 19th century the prevail
ing current in architecture, in Kiev as
elsewhere in Ukraine, was the Russian
"Imperial" style of neo-classicism. In
the last decades of that century the overornamented "Viennese Baroque" was
most dominant. Art nouveau ushered
in a new combination of Ukrainian
Baroque and vernacular architecture.
These attempts continued after
World War I and well into the late
1920s, which was a period of cultural
renaissance in Ukraine. Concurrently,
the new constructivist style of glass,
steel and concrete was appearing. The
1920s also brought to the fore.the
question of reuse of the city's historical
and architectural landmarks — former
religious facilities.
Any discussion of the landmarkpreservation policy of Soviet Ukraine
must be intimately tied to an under
standing of the Soviet attitude toward
religious buildings. During the first
period of the revolutionary years of
1917-22 the destruction of religious
buildings and art was of a spontaneous
character, aimed at expropriating pro
perty from the aristocracy and the
clergy. This period concluded in 1922
with the confiscation by the state of all
valuables from churches.
During the second period between
1923 and 1929 the policy of the Com
munist Party seemed to be aimed at the
closing of churches and synagogues for
religious use. Religious structures could
be legally closed for worship and
converted to other use or demolished.

t

It is with the most profound sorrow that wo inform relatives, friends and the Ukrainian
community of the untimely death on April 26, at the age of 36, of our beloved
wife, mother, daughter, sister, granddaughter, niece, daughter-in-law and sister-in-law

OLENKA LESKIW SAVYCKYJ
nee WIRSZCZUK .
who died after a skiing accident in Utah.
Olenka was an energetic, young Ukrainian community activist, a member of the
Ukrainian National Women's League of America, a member of The Ukrainian Museum,
an active member of the Ukrainian Institute of America.
A member of Plast and of the parents' committee of the School of Ukrainian Studies
in New York City, she was also the Chairwoman of the Organizing Committee of the
Ukrainian Women's Conference.
Olenka received her master's of business administration degree in 1981.
Funeral services were held on Friday, April 30, at 8 p.m. at the Lytwyn and Lytwyn
Funeral Home in Union, N.J.. and also on Saturday, May 1 , at 8:45 a.m. at the funeral
horfte. Liturgy followed at 9:30 a.m. at St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church in
Newark. N J . Burial took place at St. Andrew's Ukrainian Orthodox Cemetery in South
Boujid Brook, N.J.
She leaves in deepest sorrow:
husband - JURIJ
children - CHRISTINE and DANYLO
parents - MARIA and WOLODYMYR WIRSZCZUK
sister - IRENE WIRSZCZUK
grandmother - STEFANIA POWALACZEK
grandfather - MYCHAJLO WIRSZCZUK
uncle - ROMAN WIRSCHUK and family
parents-in-law - TEODOZIA and ZYNOVIJ SAWYCKYJ
sister-in-law - HANDZIA SAWYCKYJ MYCAK and husband
GEORGE MYCAK
The МАК FAMILY
The LESKIW and RUDAKEWYCH FAMIUES
and close and distant relatives
penerous donations of blood by anonymous individuals gained precious time, allcwr the possibility of Olenka's recovery. Thus, in lieu of flowers, the most fitting tribute
I be a Memorial Gift of a Blood Donation. The donation should specify "In Memory
tnka Savycky). LDS Hospital. Salt Lake City. Utah." where Olenka long and valiantly
;led for life.B!ood donations may be made at hospital blood bank centere across the
і that participate In such a memorial transfer.
j r . donations may be made to the "Ukrainian National Women's League of America
\na Lototsky Fund." Olenka was for many years a member of UNWLA, where in
St times she became the heart and soul of this organization's future plans.
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Lack of repairs, perceived as hazards to
life, or the needs of public works were
often used as justification for the
demolition of a place of worship.
The first major anti-religious cam
paign took place during 1929-30.
According to published data by the
League of the Militant Non-Believers of
Ukraine, S33 churches and synagogues
were closed in Soviet Ukraine during a
12-month period ending in October
1930. The author, M. Miller, estimates,
on the basis of Soviet sources, that more
than 65 percent of church buildings on
the territory of the pre-world war
Ukrainian SSR were destroyed or
converted to other uses. Little of this
destruction in Ukraine (or other re
publics of the Soviet Union) has been
documented.
Although Kiev had been the capital
of the short-lived independent Ukrai
nian state of 1917-20, the Bolsheviks
established the Soviet Ukrainian go
vernment in the eastern industrial city of
Kharkiv. However, Kiev, as a historic
and natural geographic center of the
country, continued to be the largest city
of Ukraine, the seat of the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences, the location of its
main museum, libraries and educational
institutions, in short, the center of
Ukrainian cultural life.
In 1934 the capital of Soviet Ukraine
was transferred from Kharkiv to Kiev.
This decision to transfer the capital of
Kiev generated a chain of events that
changed the character of the old city.
Soviet planners saw Kiev as nothing
but a disorderly pile of religious and
mercantile buildings. Attractive topo
graphy was considered its only real asset.
It was considered a city of hot-bed
revolutionaries — and this applied to
historians as well as to architects.
The continuing existence of Ukrai
nian historical and architectural land
marks, especially those from the Ba
roque period, was not favorably viewed by
Moscow. In the mid- 1930s the forces of
centralization and Russification saw
these buildings as the images, the very
repositories of Ukrainian national
sentiments, however passive these were
at the time. The buildings were the
witnesses, in Soviet eyes and termino
logy, of the existence of Ukraine's
independent spirit.
By the mid-1930s the architectural
profession was placed in an organiza
tion directly controlled by the state. The
planners and the architects were in
structed on what to produce and were
given a new theory of socialist-realist
architecture. After several creative
discussions, they were told, in effect, to
accept it or resign themselves to archi
tectural impotence. Most cooperated,
which is not surprising considering the
backdrop of Stalinist terror.
The decision to transfer the capital of
Ukraine to Kiev made it necessary in the
eyes of the state to give the city a form
and character corresponding to the
political doctrine of the Soviet state,
thereby symbolizing the workers'politi
cal power and ideology. The moving
force behind the reconstruction of the
city was Pavel P. Postyshev, Stalin's
deputy, who was given extraordinary
powers in Ukraine. Not Only did Posty
shev and his superiors determine the
basic physical outlines and essential
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character of the planning effort of the mid1930s, but they apparently affected the
specific ways in which it evolved. The
reconstruction aimed at developing a
representative capital center and im
proving the entire city.
Early in April of 1934 Commissar V.
Balitskyi approved a planning scheme
developed by a team of architects
headed by Petro Yurchenko which
proposed locating the capital center on
the site of the Uppertown. The selection
of this location on the territory of the
medieval acropolis required the demoli
tion of two medieval churches — St.
Basil's, dating from the end of the 12th
century, and St. Michael's of the
Golden Domes (Mykhailivska Zolotoverkha), from the beginning of the
12th century — and a large neo-classical
office complex from the 19th century.
The selected site, placed at the inter
section of many inner streets and
separated from the main arteries of the
city, could in no way be considered
successful from a planner's point of
view. It totally disregarded Kiev's
architectural heritage and made little
sense in terms of rational land use. In
1936, as part of the clearing work of the
site for the.future building of the
Central Committee of the Communist
Party of Ukaine, the medieval church of
Si. Michael's was demolished. The site
of the Church of St Michael was never
built upon.
Available records indicate that the
bulk of the demolition work of the
Kievan architectural landmarks was
carried out in 1935. The accelerated
development program of the 1930s
resulted in several new structures: the
Central Committee Building, now used
as the Regional Organizations Building,
in the Uppertown; the NKVD Building
in the Lypky or Pecherske region. At
the same time the Ukrainian capital
city's most historic area lost many of its
centuries-old landmarks. Lowertown's
streets were scheduled to be widened,
and its Town Hall and Poshtava
Squares were to be enlarged and land
scaped. Similar plans were envisioned
for the Pecherska Square.
All of these redevelopment ideas
required dismantlement of "marginal"
structures. In some areas of the city,
architectural landmarks, such as the St.
Cyril's (Kyrylivskyi) Monastery were
demolished without any specific rede
velopment plans. Architectural land
marks and historic buildings of old
Kiev were, in .he 1930s very often
replaced by vacant lots or temporary
utilitarian structures of marginal use.
When the plan for the Capital Center
was conceived, Stalin was in the final
stage of consolidating his control over
Ukraine. Thus the events of 1934-35
should not be viewed as the usual
exercise of power within a stable system
but as a final act of acquisition and
legitimization of a hold on the city.
This exhibition, through reproduc
tions of photographs from aged refu
gees, maps and drawings, and museum
collections, records the character of the
old city of Kiev. It is hoped that the
exhibition will not only present in
photographs and words the life and
death of the vanished Kiev, but that it
will also stimulate interest in its lost
architecture.

HNIZDQVSKY
WOODCUTS, 1944 - 1975
A Catalogue Raisonne by ABE M TAHIR. Jr with a foreword by PETER A WICK
and an autobiographical essay by JACQUES HNIZDOVSKY
Price: J25.00 hard bound. Postage and handling one dollar.
New Jersey residents add b\ sales tax

SVOBODA BOOKSTORE
30 Montgomery Street

fe.
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Ukrainians elected
to town committee

Manor offers
human-services
summer

program

JENKINTOWN, Pa. - Manor Ju
nior College is launching a new pro
gram this summer for training mental
health and human services workers.
The human services worker's roles
are many. She can be either an admi
nistrator, or an assistant to a specialist,
or even a consultant. Or'she can be
assigned one of the many tasks of
helping people with problems to find
the services they need, working to
improve community policies and work
ing to bring new resources to people.
Opportunities for employment exist
in residences for the elderly, hospitals,
clinics, social and welfare agencies,
child and family care services including
day care centers, and community men
tal health and mental retardation cen
ters.
For further information regarding
the`mental health/human services
program call Elaine Ratner or the
admissions office at (215) 885-2360.

SEYMOUR, Conn. - Ten Ukrai
nians were' among 74 persons unani
mously elected to two-vear terms on the
Seymour Town Committee at a
caucus held here at March 24.
On the Republican side, five Ukrai
nian Americans were elected to the
Republican Town Committee at the
party's recent caucus. They were: Ro
bert Mihalcik, William Powanda, Ester
Rozum, Stephen Shymansky and Cliff
Strumello.
Chosen by the Democrats were:
Bessie Pawlak, Anne Behuniak, Mi
chael Horbal, Paul J. Haluschak, Paul
Pawlak, Russell R. Kozey, Andrew
Dutkanych, Dmytro.Homko, Richard
S. Bruchal and Frank Stuban.

Philadelphia
(Combined from page 4)

responsibilities despite some unexpect
ed expenses.
Following the election of officers,
Mr. Tarnawsky took the floor and
informed participants that the 40branch district again gained first place
in the UNA's organizing campaign.
Mr. Tarnawsky then presented Mr.
Hnatiuk, who told the gathering that
(Continued from page 6)
grapher for the photo studio of the despite adverse economic conditions in
Ministry of Culture (Kiev), art mu the United States and Canada, the UNA
seums and 26 theaters throughout the was financially healthy.
Supreme Advisor Odezynskyj pro
Soviet Union. Mr. Korsunsky immi
posed that each branch enroll at least
grated to the United States in 1979.
His photography reveals a profes two new members before the start later
sional knowledge of the medium and this month of the 30th Regular UNA
also reflects the Soviet approach toward Convention in Rochester. He added
that medium. His black-and-white that the district should bring 100 new
studies from the ballet or the theater are membership applications to the conven
rich in the gradation from gray to white. tion, as was done at the previous one.
A discussion period followed, with
Mr. Korsunsky's register of these
events is visibly romantic or realistic. questions addressed to Mr. Hnatiuk's
All of the subjects are theatrically remarks. Among the concerns discussed
posed. Mr. Korsunsky's picture of a were the Svoboda daily, the UNA
silhouetted pantominist against a wall scholarships, the upcoming convention
of bright light is the sole experiment he and other topical issues, including the
allows — but by Western standards that proposed merger of the UNA and the
experiment becomes a cliche. It is in the Ukrainian Fraternal Association.
Mr. Tarnawsky officially adjourned
portrait that Mr. Korsunsky is most
effective, but unfortunately there are the meeting, and informal discussions
only two examples of it in this exhibit. continued over refreshments.
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New Haven pays tribute to bard
NEW HAVEN, Conn. - Over 90
persons gathered in the church hall of
the Protection of the Blessed Virgin
Mary Ukrainian Catholic Church here
on March 21 for a five-part program
dedicated to Taras Shevchenko, the
Ukrainian poet born 168 years ago in
March.
Eleven students and young pro
fessionals from New Haven, Hartford
and Bridgeport, Conn., as well as from
New York and Newport, R.I. Joined in
putting on the show, which included
poetry recitations, a slide show, and
song.
The evening began with a keynote
address by Chrystyna Slevinsky of
Bridgeport, who spoke, in both English
and Ukrainian on Shevchenko's univer
sality.
Michajlo Sawchak followed with a
short talk in Ukrainian on the subject
matter and significance of the poems to
be presented. He then read th? "Epilo
gue" from Shevchenko's "Haydamaky."

port put on a slide presentation of
Shevchenko's paintings and drawings.
After a 15-minute intermission, Ms.
Slevinsky and Mr. Stadnycky, speaking
Ukrainian and English, respectively,
talked about today's Ukrainian dissi
dents and their relationship to the
Ukrainian national poet.
Mr. Stadnycky gave a brief bio
graphy of Alia Horska, the murdered
dissident artist who along with others,
was responsible for creating a contro
versial stained-glass window of an
angry Shevchenko.
Then, Iryna Dmyterko and Lyuba
Romaniw of Bridgeport read, in Ukrai
nian, Mykhailo Osadchy's poem "Hen
Volodymyrska mohutnia trasa," and
Mykola Kholodny's poem, "Shev
chenko."
Ihor Slabicky of Newport recited
"Sidaite, Tarase. V nas yedyna maty,"a
poem by Ukrainian poet and Helsinki
group founder Mykola Rudenko.

In the final part of program, Helen
Luba Gina recited "Divochiyi Nbchi," Kusio of Hartford and Ms. Slevinsky
Wolodymyr Stadnycky gave his rendi sang Shevchenko's "Hamalia" and
tion of the poet's "Epistle: To the "Banduryste, orle syzyi."
Living, Dead and Yet Unborn, in
Following brief closing remarks by
Ukraine and Beyond," and Bohdan Ms. Slevinsky, the program ended with
Seniw and Natalia Snihur, both of the singing of Shevchenko's "Testa
Bridgeport, recited English excerpts ment."
from "The Days Pass By,"The Dream,"
Proceeds from the evening have been
and "The Caucasus."
earmarked for needy Ukrainians emi
Next, Ihor Pendakiwsky of Bridge- grating from Poland and the USSR

Summer 1982:

MAKE IT A SOYUZIVKA SUMMER

Join the winning team.
6
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The
Ukrainian
National
Association:
the oldest
and largest
Ukrainian
organization
in the
free world.

For more information, please write to:
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
Name:
Address:
Tel. No.:
Date of birth:.

Be a part of the exciting experience generations of
Ukrainian Americans have come to treasure:
SOYUZIVKA.
Tennis Camp
Boys' Carrm
Girls'Camp
Ukrainian Folk Ballet Workshop
(Beginner and Intermediate)
Stephanie Antoniak Chaolynsky, instr.
Celebration of the Ukrainian Child
Celebration of Youth
Drama Workshop - (teens S adults)
Laryssa Lauret, Walter Lysniak -

June 2 0 - J u n e 30
June 1 9 - July 3
July4 — July 17
July 18-31
August 1-7
August 7-14
August 7-14

directors

Ukrainian Cultural Courses
Traditional Ukrainian Folk Dancing Workshop
(Beginners S Advanced)
Peter Marunczak, instr

August 1-14

August 15-28

For additional information, please write to:
SOYUZIVKA, UNA ESTATE
Foordemore Rd. в Kerhonkson, N.Y. 12446 e Or call (914) 626-5641
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Manor College commencement is on May 13Magazine article features
JENKINTOWN, Pa. - Commence
ment at Manor Junior College will be
on May 13. Eighty-one students will
receive diplomas at the exercises, which
begin with a procession from the Basileiad Library at 6:43 p.m.
Commencement speaker will be
Msgr. John F. Murphy, the former
executive director of the Association of
Catholic Colleges and Universities, a
position he held from 1974 to 1980.
He served as vice president for uni
versity relations at The Catholic Uni
versity of America in 1971-74. Prior to
that, he had been associated with
Thomas More College, in Covington,
Ky., since 1949, first as an instructor
(1949-51), then as dean (1951-53), and
finally as president (1953-71).
Msgr. Murphy has served as a consul
tant and lecturer on Catholic higher

education at mi іу colleges and univer be awarded to 21 candidates in the
sities, and as a member of various business program; 54 in allied health,
boards, committees and commissions, including 19 medical laboratory techni
e.g. the National Commission for the cians, 14 medical assistants and 21
Study of Methodist Higher Education, expanded-functions dental assistants;
the International Federation of Catho .three allied health transfers and three in
lic Universities and the Interamerican liberal arts. Seven of the above gra
Committee on Exchange.
duates are from the continuing educa
He is a member of the secretariats tion division of Manor.
which provide counsel to the American
Council on Education and to the Na
Sister M. DiaOSBM, Manor's acade
tional Association of Independent mic dean, will present the candidates.
Colleges and Universities.
Sister Miriam Claire Kowal OSBM,
Commencement exercises begin with president, will present the diplomas to
a liturgy in the college auditorium, Our the graduates. Thomas J. Lynch, senior
Lady of Perpetual Help Hall, at 5 p.m. vice president of Industrial Valley Bank
The Rev. Richard Seminack will cele and chairman of Manor's board of
brate the liturgy.
trustees, will confer the awards. The
At 6:45 p.m. the commencement invocation will be given by Father
exercises will begin with a procession Seminack in English. In Ukrainian it
from the library. Associate degrees will will be given by Msgr. Joseph Fedorek.

La Salle club exhibits Ukrainian folk art
PHILADELPHIA - The Ukrainian
students of La Salle College organized a
cultural exhibit at the Wister Annex
Library, featuring four display cases of
Ukrainian folk art, from pysanky to
embroideries to ceramics and woodcarvings.
The exhibit, which runs from April 12
through May 17, has attracted a large
number of people. Halyna Horajeckyj,
the organizer of the exhibit, said that
she realized "there was a need for such
an exhibit last November during the La
Salle College Open House."Thateven
ing she noticed that so many people
admired the pysanky in the Ukrainian
St club rooms.

І

Ms. Horajeckyj commended her coworkers, Roma Szkilnyk, president of
the Ukrainian Club, Chris Holowchak,
Anna Dolnysky, Natalie Duda and
Wasyl Manko for the work they put in
preparing the exhibit. She also express
ed thanks to Mr. Szkilnyk, for his moral
support and his chaffeur responsibili
ties.
The four display cases in the library
are filled with pysanky, dolls dressed in
Ukrainian costumes from different
regions of Ukraine, embroidered
pillows, woodcarvings borrowed from
Kama Alfowycky's Bazaar Ukrainian
Arts and Crafts store and ceramics. All
the display cases are decorated with
embroidered handiwork and kylyms.
The exhibit, which Ms. Horajeckyj
hopes the Ukrainian Club will be able to

JOINAGROUP
(NO SCARE TACTICS)

CALL

586-870Qfext476
The American Cancer
Society
New York City Division
19 West 56th Street
New York, N Y . 10019

American
Cancer Society

Ukrainian postal issues

JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The Coros
Chronicle, a bimonthly philatelic maga
zine has printed three installments of
Andrij D. Solczanyk's article "Chris
tianity in Ukraine," which concerns
Ukrainian churches, religious figures
and icons that have appeared on postal
issues.
The first part of this article appeared
in the October 1981 issue and dis
cussed the apostle, St. Andrew, Pope
Gement I, Ss. Cyril and Methodius, Ss.
Olha and Volodymyr, Ss. Borys and
Hlib, chronicler Nestor, St. Hiacynth
and St. Josaphat Kuntsevych.
The second part of the article, which
appeared in the December 1981 issue
deals with Metropolitan Petro Mohyla,
Pope Urban VIII, Pope Leo XIII and
the Rev. Mychajlo Verbytsky, who was
also a known Ukrainian composer and
author of the Ukrainian National
Anthem.
In the February 1982 issue, Mr.
Solczanyk writes about Metropolitan
Andrey Sheptytsky, Patriarch Josyf
Slipyj and the Rev. Athanasius Velyky.
This third part also includes a separate
section on Ukrainian churches shown
on postal stamps and cancellations.
Churches featured include St. Sophia
and its belfry in Kiev, St. George
Cathedral in Lviv, the Church of the
Dormition of the Virgin (Wallachian)
and the Korniakt tower, St. Dominic's
and St. Bernard's churches all in Lviv,
the Church of the Ascension of Our
Lord in Uluch, the Church of Dormi
tion of the Virgin in Yasina, St. George's
in Drohobych, St. Onuphrius the Great
in Rosolyn, a typical Lemko church
from that region, a chapel in Khotyn
and an unidentified church in Регеуа–
sl'av.
The postal issues Mr. Solczanyk
describes also include a few churches
outside Ukraine. These are: St. Sophia
in Rome, St. Barbara in Vienna, St.
John the Baptist in Hunter, N.Y., and
Ss. Volodymyr and Olha in Chicago.
The three parts that have appeared to
date are all illustrated by the postal
issues they describe.

From left; Roma SzUlnyk, Natalie Duda, Wasyl Manko, Anna Dolnysky and
Chris Holowchak, who helped organize this year's cultural exhibit at La Salle
College.

Case Western...
(Continued from page 5)

deeply indebted to the university for
making his education possible through
repeat next year, is open to the public on weekdays and 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on a scholarship he received as a student in
the
193(K.
during library hours: 8 a.m. to midnight Saturdays.
It is his wish that his fellow country
men also have the opportunity to obtain
a "good education at a prestigious
school like Case Western Reserve
University."
Seven of the scholarship recipients
are undergraduates, and the remaining
16 are enrolled at one of the university's
eight professional schools. Ten of the
students are in the dental school, three
in law, two in the nursing school, one in
the medical school, two at Case Institute of Technology and five at Western
Reserve College.
As long as each student remains in
good academic standing the scholarship
will be renewed each year.
The 23 students who received scho
larships are: Marina Akerman, Motria
Antoniw, Marilyn Benjamin, Myron
Bodnar, Judith Boyko-Torgeson, Marjorie Druash, Jeffery Dworkin, Jeffery
Feschenko, Karl Hapcic, Michael
Hewko, Cathy Kasicki, Wendy Kibrick,
Constance Kubis, Michael Kulick,
Myroslava Lobur, Tolisa Mize, Sher
man Mallamad, Joyce Perik, Susan
The Re v. Stephen Juli blesses Easter baskets for some of the nearly 600 persons that Philabaum, Egon Safar, Janice Sokil,
turned up at Ss. Peter and Paul Ukrainian Catholic Church in Ansonia, Conn., Steve Zacharkiw and Carol Ann 2adorozhy. `
before the recent Easter holiday.

Easter baskets blessed in Ansonia
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non-aligned countries - also must have speech, it is unlikely the next phase of and substantive concluding document,
figured into the Soviets' calculations.
the Madrid meeting will be able to make irrespective of developments in Poland,
(Continued from page 7)
In the midst of these concerns, the much progress towards the adoption of Afghanistan, human rights or their
raent to resume the discussion on Soviets were apparently caught off a balanced and substantive concluding performance in implementing other
guard and put on the defensive by the document along the lines of the NNa areas of the Final Act.
Monday, March 7.
Informal negotiations involving the surprise Western initiative to force a draft, unless real improvements have
United States and USSR, and with the showdown on the working agenda. been made in the situation in Poland
It remains to be seen whether the
neutral countries playing a compromise However, in the final analysis, the and Afghanistan.
passage of time will produce a softening
role, continued over the weekend until decisive element for the Soviets was
If such progress is not possible before in Western attitudes and public opinion
unofficial agreement was reached Mon most likely the unusually firm display of the end of the next phrase (presumably, if the situation in November is as bad as
day morning on adjournment and a unity, patience and perseverance which' Christmas 1982), other alternatives will it was during the last session and as it is
tentative date for resumption in the fall. the NATO allies demonstrated through have to be considered. While there is today. Yet, if Phase V of the Madrid
A key role in these negotiations was out the meeting.
presently little support for a short, meeting ends as inconclusively and in
played by the commission staff director
Unable to crack this Western deter Belgrade-type concluding document such sharp disagreement as Phase IV,
and deputy head of the U.S. delega mination and facing nothing but further containing only an agreement to dis the CSCE process will be in grave
tion, R. Spencer Oliver, who in the criticism over Poland, Afghanistan and agree, it may eventually appear pre danger of losing all credibility as a
absence of Ambassador Катреі– human rights, the Soviets and their ferable to another unpromising session useful mechanism for the improvement
man (who was in Washington) repre allies finally had to agree that no of the Madrid meeting in 1983.
of East-West relations.
sented the United States.
progress was possible at Madrid in the
After all, when Phase V opens in
November, it will have been more than
Although, on the surface, the agree current international atmosphere.
two years since the beginning of the
ment reached was based on a faceMISCELLANEOUS
Madrid meeting in September 1980,
saving compromise — adjournment in
Final plenary session
making the Madrid review meeting
return for a full schedule of meetings
during the final week — in reality, the
In order to underscore the impor longer than the entire Geneva negotia
decision represented a considerable tance of the CSCE process and to tions which resulted in the Helsinki
SENIOR CITIZEN
success for the United States which had highlight the need for progress when the Final Act itself.
GENTLEMAN
long looked favorably on the idea of an meeting reconvenes on November 9,
Whatever the state of East-West
wishes
to share expenses in his
early recess and no negotiations during foreign ministers from three NNa relations and the situation in Poland in
11
room
home in theCatskill Moun
this phase of the meeting.
countries (Austria, Yugoslavia and November, it can be expected that the
tains with senior elderly couple or
Given the situation in Poland, the Cyprus) attended the final plenary ses Soviet Union and its allies will ap
elderly persons. Call evenings
United States and its allies had decided sion on March 12. The meeting, under proach the next phrase of the meeting
between 7 8 9 p.m.
at the beginning of this session that the the chairmanship of Yugoslav Foreign just as they approached this one Anton, (212) 674-7785
` only course open was to concentrate Minister Josip Vrhovec, was the scene declaring their intention to end Madrid
their attention on exposing massive of continued East-West controversy successfully by negotiating a balanced
Soviet and East European violations of over Poland and human-rights viola
th Helsinki Final Act - in Poland, tions despite the efforts of the NNa
primarily, but also in Afghanistan and countries to put as good a face on the
present status of the Madrid meeting as
in the area of human rights.
possible.
The strategy of the Soviets and their
UKRAINIAN RECORD COMPANY
U.S. delegation Chairman Катреі–
allies, on the other hand, was to try to
deflect attention from developments in man, as well as several other allied
Yevshan Records
Poland on the grounds that these heads of delegation delivered strong
matters were not germane to the meet speeches condemning the continuing
Specializes
in:
ing. At the same time, they attempted to repression in Poland and human-rights
-, н Manufacturing records and tapes
'.г.ч. . nul:
persuade the other participants to abuses throughout Eastern Europe. In
a Marketing service
resume the negotiations where they his speech. Ambassador Kampelman
ш
Distribution
service
(USA,
Canada,
Europe,
Australia)
claimed that Soviet regression of hu
were left off in December.
ш Production consultants
man rights had taken place on a scale
(Payable in Canadian funds - Save 15K)
unsurpassed in recent years and under
The Western achievement
Our company provides competitive manufacturing prices for our clients. Marketing reaches
scored the need for improvements in the
186
Ukrainian
retail outlets, 105 newspapers and journals. 63 radio programs and 550 key
The Western allies were remarkably situation in Poland and Afghanistan in
persons in our community. Yevshan records presently distributes 23 different items in
successful in achieving their twin ob order for real progress to be achieved in
Ukrainian records and tapes.
jectives of expressing concern over the next phase of the meeting this fall.
For more information:
Ambassador Kampelman said: "In
Poland and preventing the resumption
YEVSHAN COMMUNICATIONS INC.
of serious negotiations. In fact, Western the regrettable event that we cannot
3207 Beaubien Street East Montreal, Quebec. Canada H1Y 1H6
criticisms of the Polish situation and reach an agreement when we reconvene
Tel.: (514) 725-6954 or Ant. Ser. (514) 727-6847
other Soviet violations during this in`the autumn, there will be only one
period included some of the strongest reason for our inability to do so. It will
and most direct language ever heard in be the fact of continued and repeated
CSCE meetings, as well as some of the severe violations of the Helsinki Final
CHANGES IN ADVERTISING RATES
harshest denunciations of the Soviet Act. It will be due to the continued use
political, social and economic system of Soviet military power to subjugate its
IN THE SVOBODA UKRAINIAN LANGUAGE DAILY
neighbors
—
directly,
as
in
Afghanistan;
heard in any diplomatic forum.
AND THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
What finally persuaded the Soviets to and by blatant pressure which forces
others to choose repression rather than
agree to an adjournment when all their
In view of the fact that postage rates for the mailing of Svoboda and The
compromise and conciliation, as. was
speeches and propaganda were still their method of dealing with the aspira
Ukrainian Weekly have increased by over 100 percent, as well as due to the
proclaiming the possibility and necessity tions of the Polish people for greater
increasing costs of newsprint and other printing supplies, the Svoboda Press
of resuming negotiations is open to freedom and dignity."
administrative offices are forced to raise the rates for advertising in both news
conjecture.
papers.
Certainly the heavy and unrelentirg
Effective April 1, 1982, the following will be the new advertising rates for
Prospects for Phase V
barrage of Western criticism was і
Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly.
major factor as was the firm refusal
When all the speakers had been heard,
1 column/inch (1 inch by single column):
the West to be drawn into negotiatior
The failure of the Soviet and Polisi: the plenary then agreed that the meeting
fraternal and community advertisements
S 6.00
will
reconvene
on
November
9,
"in
representatives to convince other dele
general advertisements
(10.00
gations of any significant improvements order to complete work at the earliest
in the Polish situation was undoubtedly possible time with the adoption of a
Note: All advertisements which span the full eight-column page of
substantial and balanced concluding
another factor.
Svoboda are subject to the 110.00 per column/inch rate.
In addition, the danger which mount document on the basis of RM-39" (the
If the advertisement requires a photo reproduction there is an additional
ing East-West polemics posed for the NNa draft concluding document).
charge as follows:
Nevertheless, as Ambassador Kam
preservation of the CSCE process - a
singlecolumn
S 8.00
particular concern of the neutral and pelman stressed in his final plenary
double column
S10.00

The Madrid Review...

triple column

'SONYASHNYIT ORCHESTRA
After successfully releasing the first Ukrainian American Disco Release "The Kozak".
the "SOMYASHHYIT orchestra found itself on the American top 40 charts in cities like
Boston. Atlanta, Jacksonville, Dallas, Los Angeles and San Francisco.
Oleksa Martynovych, the leader of "Sonyashnyk" orchestra announced today that
he and his orchestra are back to provide live appearances for Ukrainian dances, weddings,
and functions.
For information call Oleksa Martynovych: (201) 254-0061.

312.00

Deadlines for submitting advertisements:
Svoboda: two days prior to desired publication date.
The Ukrainian Weekly: noon of the Monday before the date of the Weekly
issue in question.
Advertisements will be accepted over the telephone only in emergencies.
Ad copy should be mailed to:
SVOBODA PRESS - ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
30 Montgomery Street в Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
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A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore:
THE UKRAINIAN POETS. 1189-1962. selected and tr.
byC. H. Andrusyshenand Watson Kirkconnel

И5.00

THE UKRAINIANS OF MARYLAND - edited/written by:
Stephen Basarab. Paul Fenchak. WolodymyrC Sushkoand others

S 8.95

BOOMERANG -

UKRAINE UNDER THE SOVIETS-by Clarence A. Manning
BUKOVINIAN UKRAINIANS -

The works of VALENTYN MOROZ by Yaroslav Bihun. introduction by

j 3,50

a historical background am) their self-determination

inl918byl.M.Nowosiwsky

J 7.00

CATARACT-byMykhayloOsadchy

j 395

J 5.75

SHEVCHENKOS TESTAMENT-by John Panchuk

J 4.00

І 7.95

HISTORY OF PUSHKIN'S POLTAVA - b y John P Pauls

J 2.50

S15 00

LOOK WHO'S COMING

Or. Paul I. Gersper
Bound

DISPLACED PERSON -

by Marie Halun Bloch. decorations by Allen Davis . . . .

A HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE-Volume і by Nicholas I. FR.-Chirovsky

The Wachna Story, by Mary Paximadis

Illustration

by William Kurelek
AN INTRODUCTION TO UKRAINIAN HISTORY. Volume 1: Ancient
and Kievan-Galician Ukraine-Rus' by L Fr.-Chirovsky

S19.95

A STATISTICAL COMPENDIUM ON THE UKRAINIANS IN CANADA 1891-1976
by William Darcovich and Paul Yuzyk

J25.00

THE VULNERABLE RUSSIANS - b y Lev E. Dobriansky

і 5.95

UKRAINE IN A CHANGING WORLD Papers presented at the conference dedicated
to the 30th Anniversary of the Founding of Ukrainian Quarterly, ed Walter
Dushnyck. PhD

THE MASTER'S JESTS П А Н С Ь К І ЖАРТИ -

Ivan Franko. translated by Roman Tatchyn.,

HISTORY'S CARNIVAL A Dissident's Autobiography by Leonid Plyushch.
edited and translated by Marco Carynnyk
S14.95

ENGLISH-UKRAINIAN Dictionary - by M. L Podvesko
BOUNDARIES OF FLAME - A Complete Collection of Poetry piled and Translated by.Orysia Prokopiw

J12.50
Olena Teliha Com
S 6.95

П О Л У М ' Я Н І М Е Ж І - Повне виляння пигіій О.нгни Те.ііі н упорядку
вала й nepek.ia.ia Орися Прокопів
И0.00

SPRUCE. SWAMP AND STONE - A History of the Pioneer Ukrainian Settlements.
in the Gimh Area - by Michael Ewanchuk
J11.00
FOX MYKYTA - Ivan Franko English version by Bohdan Melnyk
Illustrated by Wiiiiam Kurelek

S 9.00

S12.95

J10.00

Пан Франко, п+ракпад Романа Татчииа

IN DEFENSE OF THE UKRAINE CAUSE by Roman Rakhmanny

J12.95

POLISH ATROCITIES IN UKRAINE -

і 4.00

compiled and edited by Emil Revyuk

"SYMONENKO - A STUDY IN SEMANTICS" by Igor Shankovsky

J 8 00

a) CONVERSATIONAL UKRAINIAN by YarSlavutych Fourth edition
b) UKRAINIAN FOR BEGINNERS by YarSlavutych. Fifth revised edition
c) UKRAINIAN IN PICTURES by YarSlavutych

,

S12 50
S 3.00
j 3.00

SPIRIT OF UKRAINE - Ukrainian contributions to world's culture by O.Snowyd
THE INTERNATIONAL SAKHAROV HEARING MarHHarasowskaandOrestOlhovych

І 2.50

Human Rights in4he USSR. ed. by

HNIZDOVSKY — Woodcuts. 1944-1975aeatalogueraisonnebyAbeM.Tahir. Jr

5 8.95

J25.00

THE UKRAINE. 1917-1921: A STUDY IN REVOLUTION - edited by Taras Huncak
with the assistance of John T. von der Heide. Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard Uk
rainian Research Institute 1977.424 pages - hard bound
S15.00

The Ukrainian Herald issue 6. DiSSENT iN UKRAINE - an underground journal from
Soviet Ukraine. Trans, from the Ukrainian and ed. by Lesya Jones and Bohdan
Yasen
S 6.95
UKRAINIAN EMBROIDERY by Ann Kmit. Johanna Luciow. LorettaLuciow

UKRAINE AND THE EUROPEAN TURMOIL 1917-1919 in 2 volumes by Matthew
Stachiw. Peter I. Stercho and Nicholas L. F.Chirovsky
S20.00
TRADITIONAL UKRAINIAN COOKERY - by Savella Stechishin (Handling and
postage charges included)
DIPLOMACY OF DOUBLE MORALITY Ukraine 1919-1939 by PeterG. Stercho
THE USSR vs. OR MIKHAIL STERN -

S15.00
і 9 95

Soviet Justice" vs. Human Rights

UKRAINIAN WOMEN IN THE SOVIET UNION DOCUMENTED PERSECUTION. 1975-80
Compiled by Nina Strokata - translated and edited by Myroslava Stefaniuk
and Volodymyr Hruszkewych
S 3 25
GRANITE OBELISKS -

SHADOWS OF FORGOTTEN ANCESTORS - Mykhailo Kotsiubyns(y.
Translated by Marco Carynnyk - with notes and essay
on Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky by Bohdan Rubchak

114.00

in Carpatho-

J14 95

REPORT FROM THE BERIA RESERVE - The protest writing of VALENTYN MOROZ
Soviet Ukrainian political prisoner, ed. and trans, by John Kolasky
S 2.95
THE SHATTERED ILLUSION - The History of Ukrainian Pro-Communist Organiza
so
tions in Canada by John Kolasky
"

Europe s Crossroad

J

7 95

S14.50

і 5.00

bv Vasyl Symonenko

UKRAINE A Brief History by Roman Szporluk

S 5.00

UKRAINIANS AND JEWS - articles, testimonies, letters „.id official documents
dealing with interrelations of Ukrainians and jews in the past and present
A SYMPOSIUM - p u b l i s h e d by UCCA
J 5.00
THE HUMAN RIGHT MOVEMENT IN UKRAINE - D o c u m e n t of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group 1976-1980 by L. Verba 8 B. Yasen

hard S12.95

UKRAINIANS ABROAD - Offprint from UKRAINE: A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA
by Volodymyr Kubijovyc
S 3.00

Ivan Franko;KIS THOUGHTS AND STRUGGLES - b y Nicholas Wacyk

S 7.75

THE SAGAOFUKRAINEby Myron В Kuropas
THE AGE OF HEROISM
(handling and postage charges included)

S 4.00

FOR A BETTER CANADA - b y Senator Paul Ymyk..

J 3.00

THE UKRAINIAN GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH OF CANADA
by Senator Paul Ymyk

S10.00

THE UKRAINIANS IN AMERICA - b y Myron B. Kuropas

J 6.95
UKRAINIANS IN PENNSYLVANIA wealth. - Softbound.

S 4.00

a contribution to the growth of the common

DIE SOWJETISHE NATIONALITATENPOLITIC NACH STALINS TOD (1953-1970) - by
Borys Lewytzkyj
Ш.00
Please select the book or books you wish to have and send remittance by check or
money order, including postage S I . 0 0 to J3.00 (depending on the number of books)
THEIR LAND - An Antholody of Ukrainian Short Stories by Michael Luchkovich

J 6.00

FATHER AGAPIUS HONCHARENKO Theodore Luciw

S10.00

and a 5ft sales tax for New Jersey residents, to:

First Ukrainian Priest in the United States by

HETMANOFUKRAINE-IVANMAZEPPA-byClarenceA. Manning

S 3.50

Ivan Franko. POEMS - from translations of Percival Cundy by Clarence A. Manning

t 4.50

SVOBODA BOOK STORE
30 Montgomery Street m Jersey City, N.J. 07302
PAYMtl`U ACCEPTED IN U S CURRENCY ONLY.

